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German Federal Highways Research Institute (BASt)1, and the Technical University of 
Gdansk (TUG) are responsible for the contents of this report. The authors have no bindings 
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SUMMARY 
Most published tyre/road noise tests have been made on new or nearly new tyres. Tyre 
testing with reference to the EU Directive 2001/43/EC or the ECE Regulation 117 is always 
made on brand new, albeit run-in, tyres. Reference tyres for road surface testing must be in 
new or almost new condition. Yet, substantially worn tyres are more frequent on our roads 
and streets than new or almost new tyres. Only a few investigations have addressed the 
basic problem of how and to what extent tyre wear influences tyre/road noise. 

It is quite obvious that a tyre in new condition is different from a tyre in old, worn condition. 
Although the carcass may be essentially unchanged, the tread pattern will look and perform 
very differently in new and old condition, and the rubber material has changed its properties 
(e.g. hardness) with tyre storage and due to exposure to sunshine and wear, etc. 

The primary aim of the experiments was to study how much tyre wear and ageing influence 
noise emission of tyres running on smooth and rough surfaces. The secondary aim was to 
study how much tyre wear and ageing affect rolling resistance of tyres run on smooth and on 
rough surfaces. 

In order to explore this potential problem, it was decided to include experiments in Work 
Package C4 of Sub-Project C in the EU project SILENCE. The experiments were conducted 
in cooperation between four organizations: 

• Continental Tyres in Hanover Germany, supplying test tyres and using their machine 
to wear the tyres in steps of 2 mm tread removal 

• BASt in Bergisch-Gladbach, Germany, making noise and rolling resistance tests 

• Technical University of Gdansk (TUG) in Gdansk, Poland, making noise and rolling 
resistance tests (TUG work was made within a national Swedish project and 
commissioned by VTI; thus not covered by funds from SILENCE) 

• Swedish Road and Transport Research Institute (VTI) in Linköping, Sweden, ageing 
tyres in a climate chamber and coordinating the experiments and reporting (being 
responsible of WP C4) 

In this project, activities included:  

• Selection of six test tyres, of rather similar, common dimension and for passenger car 
use; fairly well covering the range of the most common tyres on the market 

• Artificial, accelerated mechanical wear of the test tyres on a special drum machine at 
Continental Tyres, in 2 mm steps from 8 to 2 mm tread depth 

• Artificial, accelerated ageing of the test tyres (one sample of each of the six selected 
tyres) in a climate chamber at VTI, simulating in 6 months a lifecycle of ageing 

• Measurement of noise emission over a range of speeds on one smooth- and one 
rough-textured drum surface in a laboratory, using the Close-Proximity (CPX) method 

• Measurement of noise emission over a range of speeds on a large smooth-textured 
drum surface in a laboratory, using the Close-Proximity (CPX) method and also far-
field measurements 

• Measurement of noise emission over a range of speeds on one smooth-textured ISO 
test track surface, using the Coast-By (CB) method 



• Measurement of noise emission over a range of speeds on a smooth-textured ISO 
test track surface, using the CPX method with test tyres mounted on the BASt CPX 
trailer 

• Measurement of rolling resistance over a range of speeds on one smooth- and one 
rough-textured drum surface in a laboratory, using the ISO method 

• Measurement of rolling resistance over a range of speeds on one smooth large drum 
with plain steel surface in a laboratory, using the ISO method 

The results indicated, among other things, the following: 

• The rolling resistance (RR) coefficient decreased with wear expressed as an average 
reduction for the 6 test tyres from new condition by 20 % on the smooth surface and 
17 % on the rough surface 

• RR was 41 % greater for the worst tyre than for the best tyre in new condition in the 
tested sample including 6 tyres, but 57 % higher in the fully worn condition  

• RR was on the average 60 % greater for the rough APS than for the smooth SW 
surface. This shows that the surface roughness is of paramount importance for RR 

• RR tests made by TUG and BASt with similar methods indicated a 17 % difference. 
The reasons for this significant difference must be further investigated, but it is 
probably that the tyres were tested at different wheel loads (TUG 80 % of LI, BASt 
64 % of LI) 

• Nevertheless, the correlation between the TUG and BASt results is extremely high; 
approx. 98 % of the total variation is explained by the relation 

• In two independent outdoor tests, there was a slight increase in noise with wear. The 
increase from new to fully worn condition was on the average around 1 dB.  

• An indoor test indicated almost no change in noise with tyre tread wear for an ISO 
surface when looking only at overall A-weighted noise levels. However on a rough-
textured surface the noise increase was 4-5 dB from new to fully worn condition.  

• Nevertheless, the wear influence on the shape of the frequency spectra was 
substantial even in the case of the ISO surface despite the overall levels were not 
much affected 

• All the tested tyres in new condition and run on the smooth ISO surface featured a 
very pronounced peak in the frequency spectra at 1000 Hz. This peak frequency was 
not changed with speed over the range 30-110 km/h. When the same tyres had been 
worn down to 2 mm remaining tread depth, the peak was replaced with a “flat” 
spectrum over the approximate range 800-2000 Hz 

• Ageing tests (by heat exposure) suggested that tyre hardness increased for the six 
test tyres by approximately 0.1 dB per Shore A unit increase on the tested smooth 
surface. On a rough surface the increase in noise with hardness was more than 
double as much 

• An indoor test indicated a large change in noise with tyre tread wear for a surface 
smoother than an ISO surface. The noise increase was 3-4 dB from new to fully worn 
condition 

• The explanation for the apparent conflicting effects of wear on tyre/road noise is that 
different generation mechanism play a dominating role and they have individually 
very different relations to tyre wear 



• For an ISO surface, which is normally used for regulations, or similar smooth 
textures, the increasing and decreasing effects of tyre wear seem to balance each 
other out, thus giving only a minor net effect (on the A-weighted overall levels) 

• Considering the ageing effect, the authors recommend to consider introducing a 
simple and inexpensive ageing test for tyres, possibly connected with a "best before 
date". This could have positive effects also on traffic safety 

• If a rougher-textured reference surface than used today is introduced for noise 
testing the authors recommend that there be also a tyre wear and ageing test 
supplementing the tests on new tyres 

• The authors recommend considering an increased use of laboratory measuring 
methods for tyre/road noise, using drums with appropriate surfaces 

The report is based on work in Work Package C4 of SILENCE but also on other international 
as well as national work conducted in 2006-2008. 

 



The influence of tyre wear and ageing on tyre/road noise emission 
and rolling resistance 

1 Introduction 
Most published tyre/road noise tests have been made on new or nearly new tyres. Tyre 
testing with reference to the EU Directive 2001/43/EC or the ECE Regulation 117 is always 
made on brand new, albeit run-in, tyres. Reference tyres for road surface testing must be in 
new or almost new condition. Yet, substantially worn tyres are more frequent on our roads 
and streets than new or almost new tyres. Only a few investigations have addressed the 
basic problem of how and to what extent tyre wear influences tyre/road noise. Moreover, the 
investigations dealing with tyre wear were conducted in the 1970's or 1980's, and may 
therefore have limited relevance to the current conditions, and most of them studied only 
truck tyres. 

It is quite obvious that a tyre in new condition is different from a tyre in old, worn condition. 
Although the carcass may be essentially unchanged, the tread pattern will look and perform 
very differently in new and old condition, and the rubber material has changed its properties 
(e.g. hardness) with tyre storage and due to exposure to sunshine and wear, etc. 

This raises some questions: 

• Do wear and ageing affect tyre properties so much that measurements made only on 
new tyres will have very limited validity for tyres over a lifecycle? If this is the case, 
requirements put on new tyres, such as in present noise-related regulations, will 
obviously be irrelevant for the tyre's performance during its lifetime. 

• Will it be possible for a tyre manufacturer to optimize its tyres for maximum performance 
in conditions which are subject to regulations, with a possibility that after just a little wear 
the performance is much poorer? One could imagine such a case if only a very thin layer 
of exceptional rubber quality is added to the tread which will give good performance 
initially but will be worn away rather soon, giving worse performance. 

• Will ranking of road surfaces made with only new tyres give differences in ranking com-
pared to ranking based on vehicle passages in traffic with more or less worn tyres? 

• Are tyres in new condition equally "sensitive" to road surface texture as tyres are in worn 
condition? 

• Does an efficient noise policy need to include a test of not only new tyres but also tyres 
in worn condition? 

• In principle, the same questions apply to rolling resistance of tyres, although this subject 
was only a side-effect of these experiments; since it was rather easy and inexpensive to 
include rolling resistance tests beside the noise tests. 

In order to explore this potential problem, it was decided to include experiments in Work 
Package C4 of Sub-Project C in the EU project SILENCE. The experiments were conducted 
in cooperation between four organizations: 

-  Continental Tyres in Hanover Germany, supplying test tyres and using their machine to 
wear the tyres in steps of 2 mm tread removal. 

-   BASt in Bergisch-Gladbach, Germany, making noise and rolling resistance tests 



-  Technical University of Gdansk (TUG) in Gdansk, Poland, making noise and rolling resis-
tance tests (TUG work was made within a national Swedish project and commissioned by 
VTI; thus not covered by funds from SILENCE) 

-  Swedish Road and Transport Research Institute (VTI) in Linköping, Sweden, ageing tyres 
in a climate chamber and coordinating the experiments and reporting (being responsible of 
WP C4). 



2 Aims and general outline of the experiments 

2.1 Aims 

The primary aim was to study how much tyre wear and ageing affect noise emission of tyres 
run on smooth and on rough surfaces. 

The secondary aim was to study how much tyre wear and ageing affect rolling resistance of 
tyres run on smooth and on rough surfaces. 

The results would be used to assess the need for a supplementary test of noise emission on 
tyres in worn and aged condition, in comparison to the present test according to the EU 
directive and ECE regulation which are made for tyres only in new condition. 

The outcome of this would be to suggest, if found feasible and effective, an improved noise 
policy for tyres involving consideration of tyre performance over a lifecycle. 

 

2.2 General outline of the experiments 

The following activities/experiments were conducted (for more details, see Chapters 5-6): 
  
Tyre selection: Selection of six test tyres, of rather similar (common) dimension and for 
passenger car use; fairly well covering the range of the most common tyres on the market. 
For each test tyre, five nominally identical sample tyres were used; of which four were worn 
and one was aged. One of the tyre samples for testing of wear (for each tyre type) was used 
for the CPX noise and rolling resistance tests, and this tyre sample plus three others were 
used for the coast-by (CB) noise tests (when a full vehicle needed four tyres for testing). The 
remaining fifth tyre sample was used for the ageing test and following CPX noise and rolling 
resistance tests. The tyre selection was made by Continental Tyres, in consultation with 
BASt and VTI. 
 
Tyre wear: Artificial, accelerated mechanical wear of the test tyres (four samples of each of 
the six selected tyres) on a special drum machine at Continental Tyres, in steps from 8 to 6 
mm tread depth, then 6 to 4 mm tread depth and finally from 4 to 2 mm tread depth (only 
nominal tread depths, actual ones were not so exact). 
 
Tyre ageing: Artificial, accelerated ageing of the test tyres (one sample of each of the six 
selected tyres) in a climate chamber at VTI. The intention was to simulate ageing as it 
occurs over a normal lifecycle of the tyre; say over a time period of 4-10 years in "normal" 
room temperature storage. 
 
Close-Proximity noise on smooth and rough surfaces on relatively small laboratory 
drums: Measurement of noise emission over a range of speeds on one smooth- and one 
rough-textured drum surface in a laboratory, using the Close-Proximity (CPX) method. The 
smooth surface was a replica of a real ISO 10844 surface; the rough surface simulated a 
rough and new surface dressing with 12 mm chippings. This was made at the Technical 
University of Gdansk (TUG) on behalf of VTI. 
 
Close-Proximity noise on smooth surface on relatively large laboratory drum: 
Measurement of noise emission over a range of speeds on a large smooth-textured drum 
surface in a laboratory, using the Close-Proximity (CPX) method. The surface was 
manufactured according to specifications for an ISO 10844 surface and then put in caskets 



which could be mounted around the drum inner circumference. This was made on the so-
called PFF facility at BASt. 
 
Far-field noise on smooth surface on relatively large laboratory drum: The same as the 
previously mentioned test, but with the microphone much further away from the test tyre; 
simulating a coast-by measurement in an outdoor free field. This was also made on the so-
called PFF facility at BASt. 
 
Coast-by (CB) noise on smooth surface on outdoor test track: Measurement of noise 
emission over a range of speeds on one smooth-textured test track surface, using the Coast-
By (CB) method. The surface met the specifications for an ISO 10844 surface. This was 
made by BASt on the ISO test track facility at BASt. 
 
Close-Proximity noise on smooth surface on outdoor test track: Measurement of noise 
emission over a range of speeds on one smooth-textured test track surface, using the Close-
Proximity (CPX) method with test tyres mounted on the BASt CPX trailer. The surface met 
the specifications for an ISO 10844 surface. This was made by BASt on the ISO test track 
facility in Aachen, Germany. 
 
Rolling resistance on smooth and rough surfaces on relatively small laboratory 
drums: Measurement of rolling resistance over a range of speeds on one smooth- and one 
rough-textured drum surface in a laboratory, using the ISO method. The smooth surface was 
a sand-paper-covered steel drum surface (so-called Safety Walk adhesive gritted paper); the 
rough surface simulated a rough and new surface dressing with 12 mm chippings. This was 
made at the Technical University of Gdansk (TUG) on behalf of VTI. 
 
Rolling resistance on smooth surface on relatively small laboratory drum: Measure-
ment of rolling resistance over a range of speeds on one smooth drum surface in a labora-
tory, using the ISO method. The smooth surface was a smooth non-covered steel drum. This 
was made at BASt. 
 
Tyre tread properties: The depth of the tyre tread and the tyre tread rubber (Shore A) 
hardness were measured at VTI, TUG and BASt in connection with other activities in the 
experiments. 
 
It may appear above that many of the measurements were replicates or at least rather 
similar. This is true for the measurements on drums at TUG and BASt with ISO surface, and 
rolling resistance at TUG and BASt on smooth surface. Otherwise, they were different; for 
example, only the TUG drum measurements included noise and rolling resistance on a 
rough-textured surface, and only the BASt measurements included far-field measurements 
and measurements on outdoor ISO test tracks. In this way, the measurements were 
supplementary rather than reproductive. The intention was also to try to see differences 
caused by the different diameters of the test drums and to see possible differences due to 
outdoor CB and CPX trailer versus indoor laboratory drum tests; results which would be of 
importance to other activities in SP C. 
Both the mechanical wear and the ageing tests could have been made in a more realistic 
fashion rather than in these artificial and accelerated ways. However, this was deemed 
impossible to do within the budget and time constraints of SP C of the SILENCE project. 
One could have traded quantity for quality, by testing for example only one tyre and then had 
this tyre run (say) 50000 km on one car for (say) one year, but this was estimated to give a 
too limited view on how various tyres are affected by wear and it would have been difficult to 
do the wear in any reproducible (albeit more realistic) way. 



3 Briefly about wear and ageing mechanisms 
During its lifetime, a tyre undergoes a degradation due to wear and ageing that will change 
its sound emission properties. At the end of the lifetime, a specific tyre may be more different 
to its new counterpart than to other tyre brands. Indisputably, worn and aged tyres are more 
frequently used on our roads and streets than new or almost new tyres. For example, one 
study reported that 2-5 % of tyres in actual use had a tread depth of less than the legal 
minimum of 1.6 mm and that 1-4 % of the tyres were "over-aged" [Langwieder et al, 2001].  

One should distinguish between two types of effects; (chemical) ageing and (mechanical) 
wear:  

- Mechanical wear means a continuous loss of rubber material from the tread due to 
the friction against the road surface when the tyre rolls freely or is being driven or 
braked. This will reduce the tread depth, which for car tyres usually is about 8 mm in 
new condition, down to the tread depth at the end-of-life which shall (by law) not go 
below 1.6 mm. The sipes and some of the thinner tread grooves are often, if not 
mostly, of different width at the top of the tread compared to some way down into the 
tread, and some of them only exist at the top half or so of the tread. This means that 
a tread pattern of a worn tyre might look quite different from that of an unworn tyre. 
On tyres in traffic, mechanical wear is more or less uneven depending on the wheel 
alignment, inflation, load and driving habits; i.e. it may be most severe on the 
shoulders or in the middle of the tread (an extreme example of the latter is shown on 
the report's title page), or it may occur at intervals or spotwise around the tyre.  

- Chemical ageing means the effect which occurs when a tyre is stored or used in a 
way in which its rubber compounds (tread, shoulder, sidewall rubber) undergo 
changes, usually accompanied by an increase in hardness, due to exposure to 
moderate or high temperatures, or to certain substances and gasses in the air (e.g. 
oxygen and ozone). For example, oxygen in the fully inflated tyre diffuses through the 
tyre composite and reacts with the internal components, thus changing tyre rubber as 
a result of heat and oxygen interactions; usually implying an increase in hardness 
with time. At temperatures exceeding 20 °C, certain forms of deterioration may be 
accelerated sufficiently to affect the ultimate service life as well as the performance of 
the tyre. Thus, substantial changes occur even if the tyre is not rolling. This is why 
each tyre is marked on its sidewall with week and year of production. 

In warmer climates, if tyres are not kept in cool places, tyres may be unsuitable for use 
already after a few years due to fast chemical ageing even if they are not used. 

Apart from the above effects, the cyclic deflection and kneading of the tread and the 
structure during rolling may also result in some changes, most obviously resulting in cracks 
in the rubber. Most importantly, however, there is a loss of tread rubber material, giving a 
thinner tread and lower tread depth. Eventually, the fully worn tyre approaches a tread 
pattern similar to a smooth tread. A fully worn tyre may have several properties far from 
those of the corresponding new tyre. Thus it is easy to imagine that wear might be an 
extremely important factor to consider within the tyre/road noise subject. The authors do not 
hesitate to state that this, in relation to its expected importance, seems to be one of the most 
neglected topics of tyre/road noise studies so far. 

 

 



4 Test tyres 
Six car tyres of relatively similar dimensions were selected for testing; fairly well covering the 
range of common tyres on the market. Five samples of each tyre were used in the tests (see 
Chapter 3). The six tyres selected are presented in Table 4.1 together with their basic data. 
Pictures of the test tyre tread patterns in new condition (8 mm tread depth) and worn down 
to approximately 2 mm tread depth are shown in Fig. 4.1. All tyres were run-in on the drum 
on its surface constructed in a similar way as a real road surface over a distance of approx. 
300 km at a maximum speed of 140 km/h before testing started. 
 

Table 4.1.  Basic data for the six tyres selected for testing. W1-W6 are symbols used here. 

Symbol Brand & type Dimension Use LI & max. load Max. speed 

W1 Conti Eco Contact 3 195/65 R15 Summer 91 (615 kg) H (210 km/h) 

W2 Continental Premium Contact 205/55 R16 Summer 91 (615 kg) W (270 km/h) 

W3 Conti Winter Contact TS810 205/55 R16 Winter 91 (615 kg) H (210 km/h) 

W4 Continental Sport Contact 2 225/45 R17 Summer 94 (670 kg) Y (300 km/h) 

W5 Pirelli PZeroNero 225/45 R17 Summer 94 (670 kg) Y (300 km/h) 

W6 Yokohama AVS dB decibel V 550 225/45 R17 Summer 94 (670 kg) W (270 km/h) 
 

Fig. 4.1.   The 6 test tyres in new condition (left) and worn to a tread depth of 2 mm (right). 
Continental Eco Contact 195/65 R15 91H (new at left and worn to 2 mm at right) 

  
Continental Premium Contact 205/55 R16 91W (new at left and worn to 2 mm at right) 

  
 



Continental Winter Contact TS810 205/55 R16 91H (new at left and worn to 2 mm at right) 

  
Continental Sport Contact 2 225/45 R17 94Y (XL) (new at left and worn to 2 mm at right) 

  
Pirelli PzeroNero 225/45 R17 94Y Extra load (XL) (new at left and worn to 2 mm at right) 

  
Yokohama V550 dB 225/45 R17 94W reinforced (new at left and worn to 2 mm at right) 

  



5 Test facilities and equipment used 

5.1 The internal drum facility (PFF) at BASt 
The vehicle-pavement interaction test facility at BASt (PFF) consists of a large, rotating, half-
open drum, inside which cassettes, which are filled with realistic road materials, are installed. 
Both passenger car and truck tyres can roll on this drum surface. 

The drum – with an internal drum diameter of 5.5 metres – and with a weight of 40 tons is 
fixed to a central shaft by twelve spokes and is driven by a 350 kW linear motor with a 
maximum speed of 280 km/h. The spokes are covered by sheet metal plates to avoid air 
turbulence and these are coated with sound-absorbing material. The central shaft is pivoted 
inside a frame structure with crossbeams. 

The major advantage of this facility is to allow indoor weather-independent testing of tyres on 
interchangeable drum surfaces which are as similar to real road surfaces as is possible, and 
with just a minor curvature of the drum surface in the tyre/road interface. 

This test facility can be used for scientific examinations of the following tyre/road inter-
actions: 

• Tyre/pavement noise on novel, quiet pavement types 
• Noise at bridge and carriageway transitions (expansion joints) 
• Noise from passenger car and truck tyres on standardised road surfaces 
• High speed performance of passenger car tyres 
• Durability performance of truck tyres 
• Rolling resistance of passenger car and truck tyres on different types of pavement 
• Rutting of road surfaces by truck tyres (single and twin tyres) 

Two different sets of roadway cassettes can be installed in the drum for testing purposes: 

• 50 cm wide cassettes with a filling height of four (4) centimetres  
• 90 cm wide cassettes with a filling height of eight (8) centimetres 

This permits various pavement structures comprising asphalt (dense or porous) or cement 
concrete to be installed in the test bench’s cassettes. The wheel load can be adjusted 
pneumatically to a maximum value of 6.5 tons. In this experiment the PFF surface was a 
dense asphalt concrete 0/8 made to meet the ISO 10844 specifications. However, with a 
measured MPD value according to ISO 13473-1 of only 0.24 mm it turned out to have 
become too smooth (ISO 10844 requires 0.4 mm or more). Figs. 5.1 shows the drum surface 
while Fig. 5.2 shows the construction of the drum.  

In this experiment, the PFF was used not only for noise but also for rolling resistance 
measurements but then the surface was plain steel and not the ISO surface. 

 

Fig. 5.1.  Picture 
from a 3D texture 
scan of the PFF 
drum surface "ISO", 
intended to repre-
sent real ISO 10844 
surfaces. Scales in 
mm. 

 



 
 

 
 
Fig. 5.2.  Schematic drawing (top half) and photo of the front side (bottom half) of the PFF 
at BASt, the latter seen approximately from the location of the far-field microphone. 



5.2 The external drum facilities at TUG in Gdansk 
Two drum facilities are used at TUG, with one drum having a 1.5 m diameter and the other 
having a 1.7 m diameter. Both are used for noise measurements, but one of them (the 1.7 m 
diameter drum) is used also for rolling resistance measurements.  

The 1.7 m drum is presented in Fig. 5.3. The drum surface, with a base made of steel, is 
covered with two replica road surfaces – so-called Safety Walk and APS4. Safety Walk is 
essentially a sand-paper-like adhesive grit paper and the APS4 is a surface dressing with 
10 mm stones moulded or bound into a kind of polyurethane "mat", which is glued on the 
steel drum. For a closer description of these surfaces, see Table 5.1. The maximum speed 
that is possible to obtain on this drum is 160 km/h. Rolling resistance of tyres is evaluated by 
the torque method with load cells located between the power unit and the drum shaft. 

The 1.5 m drum facility is designed in such a way that it is possible to mount and fix a full 
vehicle over it. One may then run one of the four car tyres, or the Tiresonic CPX trailer test 
tyre on the drum surface. The drum, which is located under the trailer, is only partially visible 
in Fig. 5.4. The drum is equipped with two removable replica road surfaces: GRB-S and ISO. 
These drum surfaces are also described in Table 5.1. 

 

 

Fig. 5.3.  The 1.7 m 
drum facility at TUG 
used for rolling re-
sistance testing (on 
both surfaces), as 
well as for noise 
measurements on 
the rough surface. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.4  The "Tire-
sonic Mk 2" CPX 
trailer positioned on 
the 1.5 m drum faci-
lity at TUG. The 
yellow arrow points 
at the drum (in 
blue). 

 



Table 5.1.  Surfaces used on the TUG drums. Note the centimetre scales on the left. The so-
called GRB-S was not used in this experiment. 

 

Identification 
symbol Description 

Surface that is 
simulated by 
the replica 

L5 

[dB]

L80 

[dB] 
Photo 

GRB-S 

Polyester and fibre-
glass moulded 
surface that closely 
resembles the texture 
of a road surface that 
was used as a base 
for moulding 

Dense as-
phalt concrete 
with 12 mm 
max chipping 
size 

34.7 41.3

 

ISO 

Polyester and fibre-
glass moulded 
surface that closely 
resembles the texture 
of an ISO surface that 
was used as a base 
for moulding 

ISO 10844 41.1 40.7

 APS-4 

A layer of (stone) 
chippings 8/10 mm 
bound to a base con-
sisting of an elastic 
PVC "rubber-like" 
layer, reinforced with 
fibreglass cord. The 
chippings protrude 
considerably from the 
base, resembling a 
road surface dressing 

A coarse sur-
face dressing, 
which is a 
common road 
surface on 
low-volume 
roads in some 
countries 

55.4 58.9

 

Safety Walk 
(SW) 

A self-adhesive, 
sandpaper-like 
surface that is glued 
directly on the steel 
surface. 

This is too 
smooth to 
simulate any 
road surface, 
except pos-
sibly a blee-
ding asphalt. 

35.6 36.4

 

 

 

The surface named APS-4 is a French product, called "le Moquette Routiere" (the Road 
Carpet in English), originally intended to be glued on critical spots on roads and driveways in 
order to increase the friction. The chippings of the carpet are between 8 and 10 mm in this 
version, but other sizes are also available (for other variants of this surface). 

MPD according to ISO 13473-1 on the replica ISO surface was 0.47 mm. 



 

5.3 The Uneven Wear (UW) machine at Continental Tyres in Hanover 
The wear of the tyres was made by kind assistance by Continental Tyres in Hanover, using 
the company's Uneven Wear (UW) machine. This is a 2 m diameter horizontal drum with 
abrasive surface (a "Safety Walk" material, see Table 5.1) designed with the intention to 
compare vehicle-independent relative wear shape of passenger car and light truck tyres. 
Four tyres are mounted around the drum in order to give a balanced load on the drum, see 
Fig. 5.5. However, for each of the test positions it is possible to set individual toe or side-
force, camber, inflation and torque values. 

 

 
 
Fig. 5.5. The Uneven Wear (UW) machine at Continental Tyres in Hanover, Germany. Note 
the four black boxes around the drum circumference in which test tyres are mounted. 

 

The tyre company normally uses this test facility to evaluate road-relevant differences in the 
wear shape (wear contour) relative to a known basis of: 

a) tyres with different constructions but same pattern 

b) tyres with different pattern but same construction 

c) tyres with different compound but same construction and pattern 

d) competitor comparisons 



The tyres run at constant conditions on the drum for approximately 10-14 days. The test 
ends when the tyres have been worn at least more than 50 % (i.e. remaining tread depth < 
50 %). 

For normal car tyres such wear is reached after 20,000 to 25,000 km on the drum surface. 
Every second day the tyres are measured for tread depth and weight and rotated over the 
four test positions. The standard evaluation for test types a) b) and d) above is the 
comparison of tread depth decrease as a function of driven distance. For tests of type c) the 
standard evaluation is rubber weight loss in g/1000km. 

Wear tests on the UW machine are standard tests within most of the Continental Tyres' 
product development cycles and technology projects where changes in the tyre wear 
behaviour may be expected. Typical conditions which are used for the wear process, and 
which were used in this experiment, are as follows: 

• Speed: 90 km/h 
• Load: 100 % of the specified Load Index (LI) 
• Driving torque: +150 Nm 
• Inflation: 100 % of the inflation recommended by ETRTO for the load used 
• Slip angle: given by side-force (0 in this experiment) 
• Camber angle: 0° 
• Side-force: 0 N 
• Operation ambient temperature: 5 °C 

According to Continental Tyres, the relevance of this test concerning wear shape is quite 
high for an average car with an average driver. The test is not influenced by weather, vehicle 
and driver, which may be seen as both advantages and disadvantages, and it covers only 
one spot of a very wide range of market applications - but this would be valid also for a 
vehicle test with only one type of vehicle. 

Regarding the driving distance which a tyre can reach before becoming worn-out under real 
road conditions, the so-called Estimated Life, this test is not precise enough. However, within 
this experiment this is not subject of testing, since the tyres were driven in order to obtain a 
given tread loss in millimetres and not for a certain Estimated Life, so this was no problem in 
this case. 

The authors noticed that the surface of the tread rubber after being worn by the highly 
abrasive UW drum surface was not as polished as is usually the case after road wear and 
instead displayed a microtexture which looked a little "rough". It was a concern for the 
authors whether this feature would affect noise emission. 

However, as is shown later in this report, a comparison between the new condition (smooth 
rubber surface) and tread worn down to 6 mm (rough rubber microstructure) showed only 
marginal noise differences. For example, the TUG measurements on the ISO surface 
showed a difference between these conditions of 0-0.2 dB for five of the six tyres, while the 
sixth tyre differed only 0.5 dB between new and 6 mm tread depth. Differences of up to 0.3 
dB are within measurement errors. Therefore, the authors think that the microstructure of the 
tyre tread rubber surface did not significantly affect this experiment. 

Before this equipment was chosen there were discussions regarding the wear method, 
considering also running tyres on a car to be driven several hours per day or even day and 
night. However, the UW machine was chosen since it was found to be the only alternative for 
which the time and budget constraints could be met while at the same time allowing testing 
of a number of tyres and not just one or two tyre brands. It was also an important issue to 
make the wear independent of vehicle characteristics, wheel alignment and the driver habits; 
i.e. to make it reproducible and repeatable. On-the-road wear methods are extremely difficult 
to make reproducible and repeatable in order to avoid occasional and uncontrolled influ-
ences. 



It was decided to select a wear pattern of the tyres which was even all over the tyre tread; 
despite the machine allows the selection of repeatable uneven wear. If one would have 
chosen an uneven wear procedure the question would come-up of what kind of uneven wear 
one would like to get, since the possible uneven wear variants are almost infinite. 

 

5.4 The climate chamber at VTI 
For artificial and accelerated ageing of new tyres, a climate chamber at VTI was used. This 
is equipment with model designation VC 4033 manufactured by Vötsch Industrietechnik. The 
chamber can produce and control temperatures in the range -40 to +180 oC, with a 
maximum temperature deviation of ±1 oC. It can also produce and control relative humidity 
from 10 % to 98 % (but this was not used in this experiment). The climate chamber, with the 
six aged tyres put into the chamber is shown in Fig. 5.6. 

The actual heat exposure used in this project was 55 oC, except that it was 48 oC the first 
three weeks. No extra humidity or gasses were added. 

 

 
 
Fig. 5.6. The six test tyres in the VTI climate chamber when occasionally opened for 
checking of progression of rubber hardness with exposure time. 

 



5.5 Vehicle and test track ISO surface used by BASt for CB measurements 
For the coast-by (CB) measurements of noise, the so-called “Freifläche” at BASt was used. 
This is an open area within the BASt property in Bergisch-Gladbach, paved with an ISO 
surface. This area allows CB tests at speeds up to maximum 80 km/h. See Figs. 5.7-5.8. 
The test vehicle for the CB measurements was a VW Passat 3BG station wagon (built 
between 2000 and 2005) with Turbo Diesel engine, which is shown in Fig. 5.7. However, the 
engine was switched-off at the coast-bys. The ISO surface had an MPD value of 0.44 mm. 



 
Fig. 5.7. The ISO test track at BASt in Bergisch-Gladbach. The vehicle seen in the picture is 
the VW Passat that was used for the coast-by measurements on this track. 

 

 
Fig. 5.8. A close-up photo of the ISO test track at BASt in Bergisch-Gladbach. The coin is 1€ 
which has a diameter of 23 mm. 



 

5.6 Trailer and test track ISO surface used by BASt for CPX measurements 
For the close-proximity (CPX) measurements of noise, an ISO test track laid in 2004 and 
owned by the ika of the Technical University in Aachen in Germany was used. This is an 
open area which is paved with an ISO surface. The reason why the BASt ISO track was not 
used was that the latter does not allow passages of a CPX trailer at the required highest 
tests speeds, since it is too short to provide enough space for acceleration and deceleration 
of the towing car and CPX trailer combination. The MPD value was approximately 0.52 (in 
2008) mm; in any case it met the ISO 10844 specification.  

The measurements were made with the BASt CPX trailer. This trailer uses two test tyres; 
one on each side of the trailer. The wheel base is about 1.48 m (maximum width is 2.5 m). 
Two microphones are located outside each test tyre in positions required in the draft ISO 
11819-2 standard. The trailer dimensions (distance between microphones and enclosure 
walls) do not fully meet the ISO draft specifications.  

The trailer in the condition used in the experiment (it has since then been rebuilt) is shown in 
Figs. 5.9-5.10, where 5.10 with the enclosure top taken away shows how the space around 
the test tyres is designed and the approximate mounting of the two microphones. 

Fig. 5.11 shows the ika test track during CPX measurements by BASt. The CPX measure-
ments were made in 2006 and 2007 when the test track was one, respectively two years old. 

  

 

 
 

Fig. 5.9. The trailer used by BASt in the experiments for noise testing with the CPX method. 

 



 
 
Fig. 5.10. Interior of the BASt trailer as seen when the enclosure top is removed. The yellow 
X:s show approximately where the two microphones are located during measurements. 

 

 
 
Fig. 5.11. The ISO test track owned by the ika of the Technical University in Aachen used by 
BASt for the CPX measurements. 

 



6 Measurement methods and test parameters 

6.1 Close-Proximity (CPX) noise measurements with the BASt trailer 
The BASt trailer was used to make CPX measurements according to the draft ISO 11819-2 
standard, with microphones in the two mandatory so-called "inner" positions; see Fig. 5.10. 
The ika test track with a quite new ISO surface was used; see Fig. 5.11. The test data are 
shown in Table 6.1. 

 

Table 6.1.  Test data for the BASt CPX trailer measurements. 

Type of test: CPX with trailer outdoors on ISO surface  
Test surfaces Test speeds Tyre load Tyre inflation Air temperatures Notes 

ISO 10844 50 300 kg (2.9 kN) 180 kPa ?  

ISO 10844 80 300 kg (2.9 kN) 180 kPa ?  

 

6.2 Coast-By (CB) noise measurements on the BASt ISO surface 
Coast-by measurements were made on the ISO surface located within the BASt premises in 
Bergisch-Gladbach, in accordance with ISO 13325 and EU Directive 2001/43/EC. This 
means that the two microphones were located 7.5 m from the centre of the vehicle path (on 
both sides) and 1.2 m above the test surface. See Fig. 5.7. The test data are shown in Table 
6.2. 

 

Table 6.2.  Test data for the BASt coast-by measurements. 

Type of test: Coast-by on the BASt test track  
Test surfaces Test speeds Tyre load Tyre inflation Air temperatures Notes 

ISO 10844 50 300 kg (2.9 kN) 180 kPa ?  

ISO 10844 80 300 kg (2.9 kN) 180 kPa ?  

 

 

6.3 Close-Proximity (CPX) noise measurements on TUG drums 
Near-field noise measurements were made on the TUG drum surfaces ISO and APS4 
specified in Table 5.1. The microphone positions were the same as in the CPX method; i.e. 
in the draft ISO 11819-2 standard, with two microphones in the mandatory so-called "inner" 
positions. See Fig. 5.3 (and 5.4 for the drum with ISO surface). The test data are shown in 
Table 6.3. 



Table 6.3.  Test data for the CPX noise measurements on the TUG drum. 

Type of test: CPX on drum  
Test surfaces Test speeds Tyre load Tyre inflation Air temperatures Notes 

ISO replica 30 300 kg (2.9 kN) 180 kPa 20 +/- 2 C. Drum 1.5 m 

ISO replica 50 300 kg (2.9 kN) 180 kPa 20 +/- 2 C. Drum 1.5 m 

ISO replica 70 300 kg (2.9 kN) 180 kPa 20 +/- 2 C. Drum 1.5 m 

ISO replica 80 300 kg (2.9 kN) 180 kPa 20 +/- 2 C. Drum 1.5 m 

ISO replica 90 300 kg (2.9 kN) 180 kPa 20 +/- 2 C. Drum 1.5 m 

ISO replica 110 300 kg (2.9 kN) 180 kPa 20 +/- 2 C. Drum 1.5 m 

ISO replica 130 300 kg (2.9 kN) 180 kPa 20 +/- 2 C. Drum 1.5 m 

APS-4  30 300 kg (2.9 kN) 180 kPa 20 +/- 2 C. Drum 1.7 m 

APS-4  50 300 kg (2.9 kN) 180 kPa 20 +/- 2 C. Drum 1.7 m 

APS-4  70 300 kg (2.9 kN) 180 kPa 20 +/- 2 C. Drum 1.7 m 

APS-4  80 300 kg (2.9 kN) 180 kPa 20 +/- 2 C. Drum 1.7 m 

 

 

6.4 CPX and far-field noise measurements on the PFF 
Near-field noise measurements were made on the PFF facility at BASt, on the surface made 
to represent an ISO surface, but finally becoming smoother. The microphone positions were 
the same as in the CPX method; i.e. in the draft ISO 11819-2 standard, with two 
microphones in the mandatory so-called "inner" positions.  

In addition, far-field measurements were made on the PFF facility, by the use of an extra 
microphone located at 6.8 m from the tyre and 1.2 m above the floor. This position 
corresponds to 7.5 m from the center of a 4-wheel car such as the one used in the CB 
outdoor tests. In this way, the far-field PFF tests should be comparable to the outdoor CB 
tests, except for the possible influence of sound reflections from walls and ceiling in the hall 
in which the PFF is located. Some sound-absorptive materials were placed in critical 
positions in an attempt to reduce the effect of such reflections. However, it is unavoidable 
that there must be some minor reflections which are likely to increase the noise levels 
slightly in this microphone position in relation to a true free-field (with reflective floor/ground). 

A view of the far-field measurement in the hall of the PFF facility is presented in Fig. 6.1. 
Note that microphone mounted on a tripod at the far left. If one looks really carefully one may 
also see the two close-proximity microphones very close to the test tyre at the right. 

The test data are shown in Table 6.4. Note that two loads, and corresponding inflations, were 
used. The tyre load of 2.943 kN corresponds to 300 kg which were used in both drum tests. 
The higher load (4,8 kN) was used additionally for reasons which have been forgotten at the 
time of writing.  



 
 
Fig. 6.1. The layout of the noise measurements in the hall of the BASt PFF facility, with the 
far-field microphone at the far left and the close-proximity microphones near the test tyre on 
the far right. 

 

 

Table 6.4.  Test data for the CPX and far-field noise measurements on the PFF facility at 
BASt.  
 

Type of test: CPX and far-field noise measurements on the PFF facility at BASt 
Test surface Test speeds Tyre load Tyre inflation Air temperatures Notes 

ISO 10844 30 km/h 2.943 kN 180 kPa 23°C ± 2°C  

ISO 10844 50 km/h 2.943 kN 180 kPa 23°C ± 2°C  

ISO 10844 80 km/h 2.943 kN 180 kPa 23°C ± 2°C  

ISO 10844 100 km/h 2.943 kN 180 kPa 23°C ± 2°C  

ISO 10844 30 km/h 4.8 kN 200 kPa 23°C ± 2°C  

ISO 10844 50 km/h 4.8 kN 200 kPa 23°C ± 2°C  

ISO 10844 80 km/h 4.8 kN 200 kPa 23°C ± 2°C  

ISO 10844 100 km/h 4.8 kN 200 kPa 23°C ± 2°C  

 

 

 

 

 

 



6.5 Rolling resistance measurements on the PFF facility 
The PFF facility was also used for measurements of rolling resistance (RR). The RR 
measurements were made in accordance with ISO 18164 using the direct force 
measurement principle, see Fig 6.2. The surface was then the plain steel of the PFF (empty) 
caskets (ISO allows plain steel or sandpaper-like surfaces). The loads on the tyres were 
adjusted to the load index of each tyre and what is required in the ISO standard. Tyre 
inflation was also adjusted for the same reason. 

BASt made RR measurements only on the new and fully worn (tread depth 2 mm) tyres. 

 

Fig. 6.2.  Load cell for rolling resistance measurement on the PFF 

 

Table 6.5.  Test data for the rolling resistance measurements on the PFF facility at BASt.  
Tyre load was adjusted to be 64 % of max. tyre load (LI) instead of 80 % of LI required by 
ISO, by a mistake of the test facility staff (computer programming).  

 

Type of test: Rolling resistance measurements on the PFF facility at BASt 
Test surface Test speeds Tyre load Tyre inflation Air temperatures Notes 

Plain steel 
drum 

50 km/h 3.15 kN 320 kPa 23°C ± 2°C Tyres W1-W3 

Plain steel 
drum 

50 km/h 3.42 kN 270 kPa 
310 kPa 
320 kPa 

23°C ± 2°C Tyre W6       
Tyre W5       
Tyre W4 

Plain steel 
drum 

90 km/h 3.15 kN 320 kPa 23°C ± 2°C Tyres W1-W3 

Plain steel 
drum 

90 km/h 3.42 kN 270 kPa 
310 kPa  
320 kPa 

23°C ± 2°C Tyre W6       
Tyre W5        
Tyre W4 



6.6 Rolling resistance measurements on the TUG facility 
Rolling resistance measurements were conducted on the TUG 1.7 m drum according to two 
different methods that are used at TUG. Common to both is that rolling resistance of tyres is 
evaluated by the torque method with load cells located between the power unit and the drum 
shaft.  

One method is according to ISO 18164, the other "TUG method" uses somewhat different 
speeds, loads and inflations and is designed to be the same as a method that was used 
earlier at TUG. The latter method (i.e. speeds, loads and inflation) was used to give 
comparable measurements with an earlier TUG database and it uses loads and inflations 
which are more commonly found on cars than the ISO conditions.  

The conditions are specified in Table 6.6. 

 

6.7 Rubber hardness measurements  
Hardness of each tyre was tested by TUG in connection with each series of measurements 
with a handheld Shore-A meter "HP" from Bareiss GmbH. Indentation measurements were 
made at 10 points randomly distributed over the tread circumference, with a reading made 
within about 1 s after applying the force. The measurement results from the different points 
were averaged. Ambient temperature during (and before) measurements was 20 +/- 2 C. 

Within the tyre ageing procedure, hardness of each tyre was tested by VTI with a similar 
handheld Shore-A meter "HP" from Bareiss GmbH. The tyres had then been allowed to cool 
down to 20-25 oC. Indentation measurements were made at 10 points randomly distributed 
over the tread circumference, with a reading made within about 1 s after applying the force. 
The 10 points were marked the first time on the respective tyre and at later measurements 
the same points were measured. The measurement results from the different points were 
averaged. Ambient temperature during (and before) measurements was 20 +/- 2 C. Such 
hardness measurements were made at certain intervals during the 6-month heat exposure, 
more precisely at 0, 3, 8, 17, 23 and 29 weeks after the heat exposure started. 

 

 



Table 6.6.  Test data for the rolling resistance measurements on the drum facility at TUG. 
Note that the drum diameter is always 1.7 m.  

  

Type of test: Type of test: Rolling resistance on drum  
Test surfaces Test speeds Tyre load Tyre inflation Air temperatures Notes 

TUG method 

Safety Walk 80 420 kg (4.12 kN) 205 kPa 20 +/- 2 C.  

Safety Walk 100 420 kg (4.12 kN) 205 kPa 20 +/- 2 C.  

Safety Walk 120 420 kg (4.12 kN) 205 kPa 20 +/- 2 C.  

APS-4  80 420 kg (4.12 kN) 205 kPa 20 +/- 2 C.  

APS-4  100 420 kg (4.12 kN) 205 kPa 20 +/- 2 C.  

APS-4  120 420 kg (4.12 kN) 205 kPa 20 +/- 2 C.  

      

ISO 18164 method 

Safety Walk 50 495 kg (4.84 kN) 320 kPa 20 +/- 2 C. Tyres W1–W3

Safety Walk 50 

 

495 kg (4.84 kN)
535 kg (5.25 kN)
535 kg (5.25 kN)

270 kPa 
310 kPa 
320 kPa 

20 +/- 2 C. Tyre W6 
Tyre W5 
Tyre W4 

Safety Walk 90 495 kg (4.84 kN) 320 kPa 20 +/- 2 C. Tyres W1–W3

Safety Walk 
90 

495 kg (4.84 kN)
535 kg (5.25 kN)
535 kg (5.25 kN)

270 kPa 
310 kPa 
320 kPa 

20 +/- 2 C. Tyre W6 
Tyre W5 
Tyre W4 

Safety Walk 120 495 kg (4.84 kN) 320 kPa 20 +/- 2 C. Tyres W1–W3

Safety Walk 
120 

495 kg (4.84 kN)
535 kg (5.25 kN)
535 kg (5.25 kN)

270 kPa 
310 kPa 
320 kPa 

20 +/- 2 C. Tyre W6 
Tyre W5 
Tyre W4 

APS-4  50 495 kg (4.84 kN) 320 kPa 20 +/- 2 C. Tyres W1–W3

APS-4  
50 

495 kg (4.84 kN)
535 kg (5.25 kN)
535 kg (5.25 kN)

270 kPa 
310 kPa 
320 kPa 

20 +/- 2 C. Tyre W6 
Tyre W5 
Tyre W4 

APS-4  90 495 kg (4.84 kN) 320 kPa 20 +/- 2 C. Tyres W1–W3

APS-4  
90 

495 kg (4.84 kN)
535 kg (5.25 kN)
535 kg (5.25 kN)

270 kPa 
310 kPa 
320 kPa 

20 +/- 2 C. Tyre W6 
Tyre W5 
Tyre W4 

APS-4  120 495 kg (4.84 kN) 320 kPa 20 +/- 2 C. Tyres W1–W3

APS-4  
120 

495 kg (4.84 kN)
535 kg (5.25 kN)
535 kg (5.25 kN)

270 kPa 
310 kPa 
320 kPa 

20 +/- 2 C. Tyre W6 
Tyre W5 
Tyre W4 

 

 

 

 



6.8 Timing of the experiments  
The experiment was conducted according to the timing presented in Table 6.7. 

 

Table 6.7.  Timing of the experiments and associated work. 

 

Type of activity Performed by Time 

Selection of tyres Continental, VTI, BASt April – May 2006 

Run-in of tyres BASt May 2006 

Measurements in new condition BASt June 2006 

Measurements in new condition TUG June 2006 

Wear from 8 to 6 mm Continental June 2006 

Measurements on 6 mm tread BASt Dec 2006 

Measurements on 6 mm tread TUG January 2007 

Wear from 6 to 4 mm Continental February 2007 

Measurements on 4 mm tread BASt April  2007 

Measurements on 4 mm tread TUG May ? 2007 

Wear from 4 to 2 mm Continental June 2007 

Measurements on 2 mm tread BASt July 2007 

Measurements on 2 mm tread TUG January 2007 

Measurements before ageing BASt Dec 2006 

Ageing of tyres VTI Dec 2006 – June 2007 

Measurements on aged tyres TUG August 2007 

Measurements on aged tyres BASt Not done 

Data analyses BASt, TUG, VTI August 2007 – August 2008 

 

 



7 Rubber hardness change with tyre ageing at VTI 
As written in 6.7, rubber hardness measurements were made at certain intervals during the 
6-month heat exposure in the VTI climate chamber, more precisely at 0, 3, 8, 17, 23 and 29 
weeks after the heat exposure started. The results are plotted in Fig. 7.1. 
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Fig. 7.1. Tread rubber stiffness expressed in Shore A units as a function of time during the 
heat exposure. 

 

The following essential observations can be made: 

• The winter tyre had a much lower initial stiffness than the summer tyres, the latter of 
which differed by only 4 Shore A units. 

• Rubber stiffness increased rapidly with the heat exposure time and seems to have 
reached some kind of "saturation" after about 17 weeks. 

• The ranking in stiffness between the five summer tyres changes between the new 
and the aged condition (with stable ranking after about 17 weeks). This suggests that 
the rubber compounds are rather different. 

• In [Sandberg & Ejsmont, 2007] it is reported that, typically, tyres may age in natural 
ways resulting in a stiffness change of 10-15 Shore A units over a 10 year period. 
When comparing such effects with those shown in Fig. 7.1, it appears that the ageing 
and stiffness-increasing effect from the heat exposure at VTI is reasonably similar to 
that reported from long-term ageing. 

• It should, however, be noted that tyre W5 (Pirelli) was damaged during mounting at 
the TUG tests in the fully aged condition, suggesting that it was in very poor 
condition. On the other hand, such damage may occur also to a tyre exposed to 
"normal" ageing over (say) a 10-15-year period. But perhaps the ageing could have 
been interrupted after about 17 weeks. 



8 Results of rolling resistance measurements at BASt 
The results of the rolling resistance measurements at BASt are shown in Fig. 8.1 as a 
comparison between the tyres in new condition and in fully worn condition (2 mm remaining 
tread depth). The value shown is the RR coefficient expressed in % (of the vertical load).  

It appears that the RR coefficient decreases substantially with wear. The average reduction 
from new condition is 17 %. 
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Fig. 8.1. Results of the rolling resistance measurements on the plain steel drum of the BASt 
PFF facility, for the six tyres in new and fully worn condition. 

 

 

 



9 Results of rolling resistance measurements at TUG 
The results of the rolling resistance measurements at TUG are shown in Figs. 9.1-9.2 as a 
comparison between the tyres in new condition, aged condition and in worn conditions (6, 4 
and 2 mm remaining tread depth). The value shown is the RR coefficient (of the vertical 
load). For the tyre code W1-W6; see Table 4.1 (it is same order in all figures and tables). 

Fig. 9.1 shows the results of the ageing of the tyres. Results of the rolling resistance 
measurements on the smooth-textured Safety Walk (left blue) and rough-textured surface 
dressing (right red) drum surfaces, for the five tyres that were aged artificially from its new 
condition are shown, where the vertical scale shows the difference from new to aged 
condition. This means that negative values are the results of reduced RR when tyres have 
aged. Note that the RR coefficients are around 0.01, which means that 0.0001 on the scale 
in Fig. 9.1 (= one unit) equals approx. 1 % change of the coefficient. Note that tyre W5 was 
damaged during the measurement so no results are available for this tyre in aged condition. 

Results of the rolling resistance measurements on the smooth-textured Safety Walk (SW) 
and rough-textured surface dressing (APS) drum surfaces of the TUG drum facility, for the 
six tyres as a function of remaining tread depth are shown in Fig. 9.2. The vertical scale in 
this figure is not in % but the coefficient without any multiplying factor. If multiplied with 100, 
the values in Fig. 9.2 can be compared to those in Fig. 8.1. Tread depth 8 mm is new 
condition and 2 mm is "fully worn" condition. "ISO" means that measurements were made 
according to ISO 18164; "TUG" means that measurements were made according to the 
special TUG method (see subchapter 6.6). The unfilled symbols around 8 mm tread depth 
are the measurement results on the tyres that were artificially aged but not worn. 
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Fig. 9.1. Results of the rolling resistance measurements on the smooth-textured Safety Walk 
(left blue) and rough-textured surface dressing (right red) drum surfaces, for the five tyres 
that were aged artificially from its new condition. The vertical scale shows the difference from 
new to aged condition, which means that negative values are the results of reduced RR 
when tyres have aged. 
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Fig. 9.2. Results of the rolling resistance measurements on the smooth-textured Safety Walk 
(SW) and rough-textured surface dressing (APS) drum surfaces of the TUG drum facility, for 
the six tyres as a function of remaining tread depth. Tread depth 8 mm is new condition and 
2 mm is "fully worn" condition. "ISO" means that measurements were made according to 
ISO 18164; "TUG" means that measurements were made according to the special TUG 
method (see text). The unfilled symbols around 8 mm tread depth are the measurement 
results on the tyres that were artificially aged but not worn. 

 

 



The following essential observations can be made: 

• RR is substantially reduced with tyre wear; approximately linearly related to 
remaining tread depth, except that between 4 and 2 mm the decrease is greater. 

• It appears that the RR coefficient decreases with wear expressed as an average 
reduction from new condition by 20 % on the smooth surface and 17 % on the rough 
surface.  

• RR is 41 % greater for the worst tyre than for the best tyre in new condition in the 
tested sample including 6 tyres, but 57 % higher in the worn condition (2 mm tread 
depth). This shows how much tyres may differ in RR for just such a small sample. 

• RR is on the average, for all tread depths, 60 % greater for the rough APS than for 
the smooth SW surface, when using the ISO method, and 44 % greater when using 
the TUG method. This shows that the surface roughness is of paramount importance 
for RR, and one may question the use of a surface such as SW and plain steel which 
are so much smoother than any real road surface. 

• The correlation between the ISO and TUG methods is rather high, within each 
surface, but the TUG method gives approx. 20 % greater RR than the ISO method on 
the smooth surface and 40 % greater RR than the ISO method on the rough surface. 
This is logical due to the much higher inflation when using the ISO method. However, 
it also suggests that the sensitivity to surface texture is greater for the TUG method. 

• The previous point shows that the chosen load and inflation is important for what 
differences in RR that one may measure and the choice of a load and inflation which 
are not typical of real traffic will give results with questionable validity. 

See further the next chapter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



10 Comparison of rolling resistance results at BASt and TUG 
Since TUG made measurements of the same type as BASt (ISO method, tyres with 8 and 2 
mm tread), plus many more, one can compare those results which are common. Fig. 10.1 
shows the result of a correlation between TUG and BASt values, based on the average CR 
expressed in % and averaged for the tested speeds (50, 90, 120 km/h for TUG and 50 and 
90 km/h for BASt). As speed is not an important factor it does not matter that the TUG values 
include one more speed than BASt tested. 

TUG has corrected its RR values for the drum diameter, as specified in the ISO standard. 
There was no need for BASt to correct RR values related to drum curvature, because of the 
huge PFF drum diameter of 5.5 m. 
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Fig. 10.1. Relation between TUG and BASt measurements of CR (expressed in %). 
 
 



The following essential observations can be made (also from the previous two chapters): 

• In the TUG measurements, the RR coefficient decreased with wear expressed as an 
average reduction from new condition by 20 % on the smooth surface and 17 % on 
the rough surface. The former value is quite similar to the result (17 %) of the BASt 
tests. 

• While the average RR coefficient for the 6 tyres at 8 and 2 mm tread depths in the 
BASt tests is 0.956 %, the corresponding value (for the SW surface and ISO method) 
in the TUG tests is 0.815 %. This 17 % difference is surprisingly high and the reasons 
should be investigated. 

• Nevertheless, the correlation between the TUG and BASt results is extremely high; 
approx. 98 % of the total variation is explained by the relation and only some 2 % can 
be ascribed to measuring errors. This is an extremely good result of totally 
independent measurements, almost unlikely good; indicating that both organizations 
have very low random errors. 

• One must recognize that BASt uses a surface with much lower and inverse curvature 
than TUG (should give lower RR at BASt) and that the BASt surface is plain steel 
compared to the sand-paper-like surface (SW) that is used by TUG (should also give 
lower BASt values). Thus, BASt values should be lower than TUG's; and vice versa. 
But the observations are totally opposite; and quite much in the opposite way. 

TUG and BASt must investigate what causes such a high systematic difference in RR results 
between the two laboratories; despite the ranking and correlation are extremely high. 
However, the difference can most probably be explained by the different tyre loads used in 
the different experiments. 



11  Results of noise measurements at BASt 

11.1 Near-field (CPX) measurements on the PFF 
The following diagrams present the A-weighted overall noise levels in dB for the near-field 
measurements on the PFF surface; i.e. with the two microphones very close to the test tyre. 
For each tread depth there are two measurements, at a lower and at a higher load. The 
measurements are presented for the new and unworn tyres first and then for decreasing 
tread depths.  

Some observations: 

• Tyre/road noise increases smoothly with speed. 

• Tyre ranking is essentially the same at different speeds. 

• Tyre differences are higher at the higher load. 

• Tyre differences are highest at the lowest speed (30 km/h). 

 

 

 

 



Near-field noise emission of six different tyres at different velocities
tyre load: 2.9 kN; tyre pressure: 180 kPa; tread depth: 8 mm; surface: ISO 10844
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Fig. 11.1.  Noise levels for the six test tyres in new condition (tread depth 8 mm) at the four 
test speeds. The lower load condition. 

 

Near-field noise emission of six different tyres at different velocities
tyre load: 4.8 kN; tyre pressure: 200 kPa; tread depth: 8 mm; surface: ISO 10844
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Fig. 11.2.  Noise levels for the six test tyres in new condition (tread depth 8 mm) at the four 
test speeds. The higher load condition. 

 



Near-field noise emission of six different tyres at different velocities
tyre load: 2.9 kN; tyre pressure: 180 kPa; tread depth: 6 mm; surface: ISO 10844
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Fig. 11.3.  Noise levels for the six test tyres in slightly worn condition (tread depth 6 mm) at 
the four test speeds. The lower load condition. 

 

Note: test results with 4.8 kN tyre load are not available. 

 



Near-field noise emission of six different tyres at different velocities
tyre load: 2.9 kN; tyre pressure: 180 kPa; tread depth: 4 mm; Surface: ISO 10844
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Fig. 11.4.  Noise levels for the six test tyres in medium worn condition (tread depth 4 mm) at 
the four test speeds. The lower load condition. 

 

Near-field noise emission of six different tyres at different velocities
tyre load: 4.8 kN; tyre pressure: 200 kPa; tread depth: 4 mm; surface: ISO 10844
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Fig. 11.5.  Noise levels for the six test tyres in medium worn condition (tread depth 4 mm) at 
the four test speeds. The higher load condition. 

 



Near-field noise emission of six different tyres at different velocities
tyre load: 2.9 kN; tyre pressure: 180 kPa; tread depth: 2 mm; surface: ISO 10844
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Fig. 11.6.  Noise levels for the six test tyres in "fully worn" condition (tread depth 2 mm) at 
the four test speeds. The lower load condition. 

 

Near-field noise emission of six different tyres at different velocities
tyre load: 4.8 kN; tyre pressure: 200 kPa; tread depth: 2 mm; surface: ISO 10844
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Fig. 11.7.  Noise levels for the six test tyres in the "fully worn" condition (tread depth 2 mm) 
at the four test speeds. The higher load condition. 



11.2 Far-field measurements on the PFF 
The following diagrams present the A-weighted overall noise levels in dB for the far-field 
measurements on the PFF surface; i.e. with one microphone 6.8 m away from the test tyre. 
For each tread depth there are two measurements, at a lower and at a higher load. The 
measurements are presented for the new and unworn tyres first and then for decreasing 
tread depths. Please apologise for the confusing/erroneous statement in each diagram: 
"tread wear" shall read "tread depth". Please also apologize that the vertical scale is not 
consistent for all diagrams (some diagrams are more expanded vertically than others). 

Some observations: 

• Tyre/road noise increases smoothly with speed. 

• Tyre ranking is essentially the same at different speeds (but less so than in the near-
field). 

• Tyre differences are higher at the higher load. 

• Tyre differences are most often highest at the lowest speed (30 km/h). 

 

 

 

 

 



Far-field noise emission of six different tyres at different velocities
tyre load: 2.9 kN; tyre pressure: 180 kPa; tread depth: 8 mm; surface: ISO 10844
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Fig. 11.8.  Noise levels for the six test tyres in new condition (tread depth 8 mm) at the four 
test speeds. The lower load condition. 

 

Near-field noise emission of six different tyres at different velocities
tyre load: 4.8 kN; tyre pressure: 200 kPa; tread depth: 8 mm; surface: ISO 10844
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Fig. 11.9.  Noise levels for the six test tyres in new condition (tread depth 8 mm) at the four 
test speeds. The higher load condition. 

 



Far-field noise emission of six different tyres at different velocities
tyre load: 2.9 kN; tyre pressure: 180 kPa; tread depth: 6 mm; surface: ISO 10844
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Fig. 11.10.  Noise levels for the six test tyres in slightly worn condition (tread depth 6 mm) at 
the four test speeds. The lower load condition. 

 

Note: test results with 4.8 kN tyre load are not available. 

 

 



Far-field noise emission of six different tyres at different velocities
tyre load: 2.9 kN; tyre pressure: 180 kPa; tread depth: 4 mm; surface: ISO 10844
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Fig. 11.11.  Noise levels for the six test tyres in medium worn condition (tread depth 4 mm) at 
the four test speeds. The lower load condition. 

 

Far-field noise emission of six different tyres at different velocities
tyre load: 4.8 kN; tyre pressure: 200 kPa; tread depth: 4 mm; surface: ISO 10844
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Fig. 11.12.  Noise levels for the six test tyres in medium worn condition (tread depth 4 mm) 
at the four test speeds. The higher load condition. 

 



Far-field noise emission of six different tyres at different velocities
tyre load: 2.9 kN; tyre pressure: 180 kPa; tread depth: 2 mm; surface: ISO 10844
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Fig. 11.13.  Noise levels for the six test tyres in "fully worn" condition (tread depth 2 mm) at 
the four test speeds. The lower load condition. 

 

Far-field noise emission of six different tyres at different velocities
tyre load: 4.8 kN; tyre pressure: 200 kPa; tread depth: 2 mm; surface: ISO 10844
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Fig. 11.14.  Noise levels for the six test tyres in the "fully worn" condition (tread depth 2 mm) 
at the four test speeds. The higher load condition. 



11.3 CPX trailer outdoor measurements on ISO test track at "ika" in Aachen 
The following diagrams present the A-weighted overall noise levels in dB for the CPX 
measurements made by BASt on the outdoor ISO surface at ika in Aachen. There are 
measurements only at the lower load. The measurement results are presented only for the 
new tyres. Please apologise for the confusing/erroneous statement in each diagram: "tread 
wear" shall read "tread depth".  

One observation: 

• Tyre ranking is essentially the same at different speeds. 

 

 

 

Near-field noise emission of six different tyres at different velocities
tyre load: 2.9 kN; tyre pressure: 180 kPa; tread depth: 8 mm; surface: ISO 10844 at Aachen
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Fig. 11.15.  Noise levels for the six test tyres in new condition (tread depth 8 mm) at the two 
test speeds. The lower load condition. 

 

 



Near-field noise emission of six different tyres at different velocities
tyre load: 2.9 kN; tyre pressure: 180 kPa; tread depth: 6 mm; surface: ISO 10844 at Aachen
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Fig. 11.16.  Noise levels for the six test tyres in slightly worn condition (tread depth 6 mm) at 
the two test speeds. The lower load condition. 

 

Near-field noise emission of six different tyres at different velocities
tyre load: 2.9 kN; tyre pressure: 180 kPa; tread depth: 4 mm; surface: ISO 10844 at Aachen
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Fig. 11.17.  Noise levels for the six test tyres in medium worn condition (tread depth 4 mm) 
at the two test speeds. The lower load condition. 

 



Near-field noise emission of six different tyres at different velocities
tyre load: 2.9 kN; tyre pressure: 180 kPa; tread depth: 2 mm; surface: ISO 10844 at Aachen
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Fig. 11.18.  Noise levels for the six test tyres in “fully worn” condition (tread depth 2 mm) at 
the two test speeds. The lower load condition. 



11.4 All measurements as a function of remaining tread depth 
In this section, all BASt measurements will be shown as a function of the remaining tread 
depth of the six tyres. As there is no substantial speed influence on the tread wear effects 
detected in these data, the results are averaged over all speeds measured. 

To begin with, Fig. 11.19 shows the relation between coast-by (CB) noise levels and 
remaining tread depth. The CB measurements were made with a coasting car on the BASt 
outdoor test track, having an MPD value (texture – Mean Profile Depth) of 0.44 mm. This 
surface should have been rather stable in time. The measurements for 6 mm tread depth 
could not be made because temperatures were below 5 oC when these tyres were available. 
Thus data are missing for 6 mm, which somewhat distorts the horizontal scale. 

 

CB measurements on BASt test track - Aver of 50 & 80 km/h
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Fig. 11.19.  Noise levels for the six test tyres as related to remaining tread depth (6 mm is 
missing). Noise levels for the two test speeds 50 and 80 km/h are averaged. 

 

From this diagram it appears that there is a slight increase in noise with wear; albeit one of 
the tyres breaks this pattern. The increase from new to fully worn condition is on the average 
a little more than 1 dB. 

The next diagram, Fig. 11.20, shows the relation between CPX noise levels and remaining 
tread depth. The CPX measurements were made with the BASt CPX trailer on the "ika" test 
track in Aachen; an ISO surface only one year old in the beginning of the experiment and 
having an MPD of approx. 0.5 mm. There are suspicions that this surface might have 
become a little clogged over the time duration of this experiment and thus perhaps changed 
its noise properties slightly. 



 

CPX measurement on Aachen test track - 50 & 80 km/h
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Fig. 11. 20.  CPX noise levels for the six test tyres as related to remaining tread depth on the 
Aachen ISO test track. Noise levels for the two test speeds 50 and 80 km/h are averaged. 

 

The results of this test are somewhat resembling the previous test; i.e. there appears to be a 
small noise increase with wear; in this case perhaps a little less than 1 dB, but if considering 
some kind of linear slope, the slopes in Figs. 11.19 and 11.20 would be rather similar. 

Next, Fig. 11.21 shows the relation between near-field (CPX) noise levels on the PFF facility 
and remaining tread depth. The PFF surface was intended to be an ISO surface, but 
unfortunately (or perhaps fortunately) it obtained a texture depth (MPD) of only approx 55 % 
of the texture depth on the BASt outdoor ISO surface. Such low textures should not be 
accepted on real roads, but for experimental reasons it is in fact interesting. 

It should be recognized that the measured noise levels on the PFF have all been normalized 
(corrected) with respect to tests performed on slick tyres which were tested in connection 
with each test series and which were assumed to be stable over the time duration of the 
experiment. In this case, it was hoped that any (minor) changes in the drum surface would 
be compensated for. 

The results show that there is a clear influence on noise of tyre wear. From new, or rather 
from 6 mm tread depth, to fully worn condition, the noise levels have on the average 
decreased by 3.5 – 4 dB. In the 2 mm condition the noise levels are just marginally higher 
than those measured for the slick tyres. These changes are substantial and totally 
inconsistent with those measured on the two outdoor ISO test tracks (as will be shown later 
also inconsistent with the TUG data); however, one shall remember that in this case the 
drum surface is very smooth. 



On the PFF facility also far-field noise measurements were made. These are used in Fig. 
11.22; else the diagram is the same as Fig. 11.21. The noise decrease with wear from new 
to "fully worn" is in this case "only" 2 dB, but the trend is the same as in the near-field, 
namely that the noise decrease occurs first after about 2 mm of tread has been worn away. 

 

Near-field measurement on PFF - Load 2.9 kN
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Fig. 11.21.  Near-field noise levels for the six test tyres as related to remaining tread depth, 
on the PFF drum which was equipped with a "too smooth ISO surface". Noise levels for all 
the test speeds have been averaged. 

 
All the above diagrams were based on measurements with a moderate tyre load of 2.9 kN. 
On the PFF, a load of 4.8 kN was also used. These results are not shown here, but they 
indicate similar noise decreases with wear; it is just that the highest noise decrease (3.5 dB) 
occurs in the far-field and the lowest (2.5 dB) in the near-field. Effects within ±0.5 dB should 
not be considered as interesting unless they are part of a consistent trend, since they are 
within the total measuring errors. 

In summary, the PFF results are totally inconsistent with the (rather consistent) outdoor test 
track results. However, the authors believe that all measurements are reasonably valid 
despite this, since the different behaviour on the PFF can be explained by the much 
smoother asphalt surface on the PFF drum. See further Chapter 14. 

 



Far-field measurement on PFF - Load 2.9 kN
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Fig. 11.22.  Far-field noise levels for the six test tyres as related to remaining tread depth, 
on the PFF drum. Noise levels for all the test speeds have been averaged. 



12 Results of noise measurements at TUG 
Figs. 12.1-12.2 show the measured noise levels as a function of the remaining tyre tread 
depth for the six tested tyres run on the smooth-textured replica ISO surface and on the 
rough-textured APS4 surface; the latter being similar to a surface dressing 8/10 mm. Values 
are averages for the speeds 50, 70, 90 and 110 km/h. Measurements were also made at 30 
and 130 km/h but they are not included here.  

Please refer to Table 4.1 for full descriptions of tyres having tyre codes W1-W6. See also 
Table 12.1 regarding the tyre codes. 

Table 12.1 shows the results of the ageing experiment in terms of the effect on overall A-
weighted sound levels. The last row shows the average noise level change in dB per change 
in hardness units. This has been obtained from a linear regression analysis of noise change 
versus hardness change 

 
Table 12.1.  The effect of the ageing experiment on overall A-weighted sound levels (in dB). 
The sound level change is the difference between aged and new condition. Thus, a positive 
sign means that the tyre was noisier in the aged than in the new condition. 

 
Tyre Noise level change on 

smooth surface (ISO) 
Noise level change on 

rough surface 

W1  Conti Eco Contact 3 0.0 1.0 

W2  Continental Premium Contact 1.2 2.6 

W3  Conti Winter Contact TS810 0.4 2.2 

W4  Continental Sport Contact 2 0.5 1.4 

W5  Pirelli PZeroNero 1.3 2.1 

W6  Yokohama AVS dB decibel V 550 1.0 1.8 

Average for the six tyres 0.7 1.8 

Average dB per hardness unit (Shore A) 0.10 0.22 

 

Figs. 12.3-12.6 show the measured frequency spectra for 8 mm and 2 mm of the remaining 
tyre tread depth and for the smooth- and rough-textured surfaces. The smooth one is the 
ISO replica surface. 

In Figs. 12.7-12.8, average frequency spectra for the ageing test are shown. The two spectra 
in each diagram, one diagram for the smooth ISO surface and another diagram for the rough 
APS4 surface, represent the tyres in "before ageing" and "after ageing" condition. No special 
pronounced features in the spectral differences can be seen. 

 



Drum surface: Replica of ISO 10844
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Fig. 12.1. Noise level as a function of remaining tyre tread depth for the six tested tyres run 
on the TUG replica ISO surface. Values are averages for all speeds 50-110 km/h. 
 

Drum surface:  Surface dressing 10 mm (rough texture)
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Fig. 12.2. Noise level as a function of remaining tyre tread depth for the six tested tyres run 
on the rough-textured surface dressing. Values are averages for all speeds 50-110 km/h. 
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Fig. 12.3. Effect of mechanical wear: Frequency spectra for all six tyres at 80 km/h on the 
smooth ISO replica surface. Tyres in new condition; i.e. with 8 mm tread depth. 
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Fig. 12.4. As the previous figure, but for the tyres worn down to 2 mm tread depth. 
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Fig. 12.5. Effect of mechanical wear: Frequency spectra for all six tyres at 80 km/h on the 
rough-textured surface. Tyres in new condition; i.e. with 8 mm tread depth. 
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Fig. 12.6. As the previous figure, but for the tyres worn down to 2 mm tread depth.  
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Fig. 12.7. Effect of ageing: Frequency spectra calculated as average for all six tyres and five 
speeds for the smooth ISO replica surface. The spectra represent the cases "before ageing" 
("New") and "after ageing" ("Aged"). 
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Fig. 12.8. As in the previous figure, but for the rough-textured APS4 surface.  



The following major observations can be made: 

• All the selected tyres have similar noise levels in new condition; namely within approx. 
1.0 dB on the ISO surface. This may be by pure chance. On the rough APS4 surface, 
however, the spread between tyres is larger; especially the W3 tyre, which is the "Conti 
Winter Contact TS810" tyre, is approximately 3 dB quieter than the summer tyres. Note 
that this tyre is much softer than the other tyres (Fig. 7.1) which is probably the most 
important reason for its low-noise properties. 

• When tyres become worn, the spread in noise levels increases to approx. 2.0 dB for the 
ISO surface, but remains similar on the APS4 surface (approximately 3 dB). 

• The effect of reduced tread depth is inconsistent among the tyres on the smooth ISO 
surface. The average for the six tyres increases a few tenths of a dB but this is 
negligible.  

• The effect of reduced tread depth is, however, consistent on the rough APS4 surface. 
The average level for the six tyres increases dramatically by 4-5 dB from 8 to 4 mm tread 
depth, but when including the 2 mm tread depth, the increase is a more moderate 3 dB. 

• In the new condition and on the ISO replica surface, there is a pronounced peak in the 
frequency spectra, which exists for all six tyres. Surprisingly, the frequency of the peak is 
1000 Hz for all tyres, irrespective of the speeds 30-110 km/h. The peak is thus not (at 
least not mainly and directly) due to vibrations following tread block impact on the 
surface since this impact frequency would be proportional to the speed. These frequency 
spectra are not shown here. 

• With regard to frequency spectra in Figs. 12.3-12.4, measured on the smooth ISO replica 
surface, the pronounced peak at 1000 Hz for unworn tyres is replaced with quite flat 
spectra between 800 and 2000 Hz for the tyres worn down to 2 mm tread depth.  

• With regard to frequency spectra in Figs. 12.5-12.6, measured on the rough-textured 
surface, there is a “wide peak” at 630-1000 Hz for all tyres in both the new and worn 
condition. However, there is a tendency for the absolute peak frequency to move from 
630 Hz for new tyres to 1000 Hz for the tyres worn down to 2 mm tread depth. 

With respect to the effect of mechanical wear on noise, the authors' comments are: 

1. Since tyre ranking is unaffected by the tread wear on the rough-textured surface, it 
seems that on this surface the effect of the tread pattern is almost negligible; instead the 
effect of the tread thickness (mass?) is the determining factor. 

2. It is logical that the thinner tread gives an increased sensitivity to the very rough texture 
excitation by the rough APS4 surface.  

3. With regard to the smooth ISO surface, it is possible that we see two opposite effects 
which happen to balance each other; namely on the one hand the thinner tread gives a 
higher sensitivity to the surface texture (which is rather low on the ISO surface), and on 
the other hand the thinner tread has a "smoother" tread pattern which does not give so 
much vibration excitation to the tread and the sidewalls. In other words, when the tyre 
tread after more and more wear approaches the tread of a slick tyre (but is thinner), the 
tread pattern excitation is largely reduced, at the same time as the sensitivity of the thin 
tread to road surface excitation is increased. It is possible that such effects may at least 
partly balance out each other. On the rough surface they cannot balance each other 
since the road surface texture excitation is so dominating. 

4. If the effects described above balance each other on a normal-textured ISO surface, they 
will not do so on a hypothetical surface which is much smoother than the ISO surface. 



This is because the contribution of the surface texture excitation approaches zero on an 
extremely smooth surface which for a full-patterned tread will cause a lot of air pumping 
noise due to the very poor air drainage by the surface. The latter will diminish when the 
tread pattern becomes thinner with less air to displace. This may explain why the PFF 
results are so different from the other results on ISO surfaces. 

5. When studying the frequency spectra it appears that, although the wear does not 
influence the overall A-weighted values much on the ISO surface, the frequency spectra 
are influenced rather dramatically. This is further supporting evidence for the discussion 
in bullets 3-4 above about the opposite and balancing effects of different generation 
mechanisms. 

6. It would be important to explore what is causing the “amazing” frequency peak at 1000 
Hz on the smooth ISO surface for all tyres in new condition at all speeds. As indicated 
above it does not fit with tread block impact. Mechanisms such as the longitudinal pipe 
resonance in the contact patch or stick-slip movements in the tyre tread cannot be ruled 
out and one of them might well be the main reason. The modelling part of SILENCE C4 
might make it possible to answer this question. 

7. On the rough-textured surface, the influence of wear on frequency spectra is only 
moderate. What we see is probably the surface texture becoming more important the 
more worn the tyres are. 

8. The “sub-peak” at 250 Hz seen for all worn (and some new) tyres on the rough-textured 
surface is probably an excitation of the torus resonance inside the tyre; since it is logical 
that this well documented resonance would be mostly excited at this condition. 

It can be concluded that the effect of the surface texture (depth) is extremely important to the 
effect of tyre wear on tyre/road noise emission. 

Apart from the effect of mechanical wear of tyre tread on noise, there is also an effect of the 
chemical ageing. Analysis of this effect according to the ageing experiment gave the 
following results: 

• On the ISO surface, the average noise increase with hardness was 0.1 dB per Shore A 
• On the APS4 surface, the average noise increase with hardness was 0.2 dB per Shore A 

As the hardness increase as a function of heat exposure may easily exceed 10 Shore A 
units, this means that the chemical ageing may alter noise emission by at least 1 dB on an 
ISO surface and 2 dB on a rough-textured surface. These may not alone justify a special test 
of aged tyres for regulatory purposes, but the chemical ageing is normally combined with 
mechanical wear. One should therefore look at the combined effects of chemical ageing and 
mechanical wear. 

Consider, for example, Fig. 12.2 and add a 2 dB flat increase due to ageing. The resulting 
effect of a worn tyre could then amount to 6-7 dB. This is an increase which is large enough 
to neutralize the noise reduction of a conventional medium-expensive noise barrier. It goes 
without saying that this effect must not be neglected. 

 



13 Correlations between the various noise measurement results  
The authors have checked the correlations between the various measurements. In general 
there are no statistically significant correlations between any measurements, with the 
exception of a weak positive correlation between the two outdoor measurements and a 
negative (!) correlation between the outdoor and the PFF measurements. 

When looking at the correlation between the TUG and the BASt measurements, there are no 
significant correlations found. Yes, there is one exception, and this is a weak correlation 
between the noise on the rough APS4 surface and the smooth PFF surface which is 
negative. 

The reasons for poor or non-existing correlations is that the noise differences due to the tyre 
wear are small, the noise differences between the tyres are small, and the overall measuring 
errors are masking any possible correlations when the effects are so small (except when 
comparing the extreme surfaces). Most of all, however, the very sensitive effect of the road 
surface is masking the correlations, since only the two outdoor ISO surfaces have quite 
similar textures and for these surfaces only very small effects of tyre wear were recorded.  

 

 

 

 



14 Discussion and conclusions  

14.1 Rolling resistance  
Tyre wear and tread depth have a dramatic effect on rolling resistance. When tyre treads are 
worn from today's new condition to 2 mm tread depth, the rolling resistance may decrease 
by about 20 %. Furthermore, the differences between just a small sample of tyres (6 in this 
case) may amount to at least 50 % in rolling resistance and the same difference was 
recorded between the smooth and the rough surfaces used on the TUG drums. 

It follows that by selecting the "right" tyres and the "right" road surface textures, there is a lot 
to win in reduced rolling resistance and thus in fuel consumption and CO2 emissions; 
something which can be used to reduce the climate change. 

The results also suggest that there are some issues in relation to measurement methods for 
rolling resistance that should be addressed, such as representative test surfaces2.  

Finally, the results point out that a general reduction in tyre tread depths would save fuel and 
CO2 emissions; an effect that could be quite substantial depending on to what degree one 
would be willing to make use of this opportunity. This might have effects on traffic safety (wet 
friction and especially hydroplaning) and it is a political question how one shall balance the 
desired fuel consumption saving against a possible reduction in wet weather traffic safety. 
One could imagine, for example, a policy change including a maximum tread depth for car 
tyres of (say) 6 mm and a minimum tread depth of (say) 3 mm. This should not reduce traffic 
safety, maybe even increase it, but it would somewhat reduce the tread thickness, resulting 
in a reduced rolling resistance. This would be at the expense of substantial extra tyre costs 
since one would have a tread wear of only 3 mm to play with instead of the current 6.4 mm. 
However, this extra tyre cost might be balanced by the saving in fuel consumption for those 
car owners who drive significant distances, with the extra bonus of a CO2 emission 
reduction. Overlooking the obvious environmental advantage, the biggest winner 
economically would, of course, be the tyre industry that would suddenly see the market 
being doubled3.  

14.2 Noise 
When the authors first saw the results of these experiments, they found the results highly 
conflicting and confusing, making it impossible to see any consistent trends and draw 
conclusions. Despair was near. Different arguments were exchanged and considered over a 
long time period in order to try to find possible errors in the measurements and to figure out 
which of the conflicting results that should be the true ones and which would be the 
erroneous ones. However, when it was realised how much smoother the PFF surface was 
than is accepted for ISO surfaces, such as the three other ones used in this project, it 
became clear that the apparent conflicting results could be logically explained by road 
surface texture effects. In this way, what seemed to be a failure to construct an ISO surface 
on the PFF facility, which failed in meeting the texture requirement, turned into an advantage 
that helped to open the eyes of the authors in the attempt to find a reasonably robust 
explanation to the observations. 

                                                 

2 It is a pity that the NRG project proposed to the Commission in 2007 was rejected since this would 
have addressed some of these concerns. 

3 As stated in the foreword the authors have no bindings to the tyre industry. 



Most of all, this experiment has found that the effect of tyre wear on tyre/road noise emission 
very much depends on what kind of road surface that one considers. The effect ranges from 
a substantial noise decrease for a tyre worn from new condition to "fully worn" when tyres 
run on a very smooth-textured road surface, to a very substantial noise increase for the 
same wear when the tyres run on a rough-textured road surface. The noise changes due to 
(even) tread wear may amount to a decrease of 3-4 dB on very smooth-textured surfaces 
and an increase of 4-5 dB on rough-textured surfaces. The effect of ageing seems to be 
additional and may add one extra dB to the smooth-surface effect and two extra dB to the 
rough-surface effect. The noise changes due to wear on such extreme surfaces may even 
be larger than the differences between a quite large range of tyres and between a wide 
range of road surfaces. By any means, these effects were much larger than any tyre 
differences (for similar tread depths) that were observed in this project. 

Nevertheless, the wear influence on "normal" or say "the most common" road surfaces is not 
substantial when looking only at overall A-weighted levels. There is a range of "medium-to-
smooth-textured" surfaces, such as the ISO surfaces on which it seems that the increasing 
and decreasing effects of tyre tread wear balance out each other reasonably well. 
Nevertheless, the spectra are affected substantially even when the mentioned effects seem 
to balance each other regarding overall levels. 

This can be explained by the interaction between the various noise generation mechanisms 
which are affected differently by tyre wear (i.e. by different tread depths and thicknesses). 
For new tyres rolling on smooth surfaces, the air pumping mechanism and the excitation of 
vibrations by tread blocks are dominating. As tyre treads are worn down, these effects 
become less important and the vibration excitation from the road surface texture on the 
thinner tread takes over. On a medium-to-low-textured surface, these effects may balance 
out each others, while on a very smooth surface, the road texture vibration excitation never 
becomes strong enough to be important, giving the reduced air pumping and tread block 
excitation a maximum noise-reducing effect when these diminish with the disappearing tread 
pattern. However, on a rough-textured surface, the texture-induced vibrations will dominate 
in all conditions and when the tread is becoming thinner it will, probably through lower 
damping (?), better and better pick-up and transmit these texture-induced displacements 
which cause a net noise increase. 

How about the "real world"? On today's roads we have road surfaces ranging from the 
smooth ISO surfaces to the rough-textured surface dressing that was used here by TUG. 
More extreme surfaces at both ends of the range do exist but are undesirable. Countries that 
have a surfacing policy favouring smooth surfaces, such as the ISO surface, thin layers, and 
small-aggregate SMA:s, will not be exposed to any significant noise effects of the tyre tread 
wear but when adding the ageing effect one may want to consider it. On the other hand, 
countries which for various reasons favour rough-textured surfaces, at least on the high-
speed network, will face significant tyre wear and ageing effects, implying a noise increase 
when tyres are worn and aged. It may not be as high as the 4-5 dB found in this experiment 
(plus up to 2 dB due to ageing), but if it is only half of this it is sufficiently significant to have 
an effect that must be accounted for. It is recommended that noise engineers and policy-
makers start considering such effects when appropriate; such as in noise prediction models 
or in measurement campaigns. 

Unfortunately, the favourable effect of tyre wear found on the PFF surface would occur on a 
surface too smooth to be acceptable on roads where poor wet friction may be a problem. 
There is a clear conflict between acoustic and safety concerns here and it is not likely that 
the acoustic concerns win this battle. However, if one uses the principles discussed here in a 
road surface with a very smooth texture in contact with the tyre but a significant porosity that 
can take care of water in wet weather, then one may use the knowledge gained here to 
reduce noise in society. Such a surface would feature an extremely "negative texture"; i.e. 
the texture between an otherwise flat surface is directed downwards in terms of air pockets 



or pores. In fact, the most modern thin layers and the small-aggregate porous surfaces 
produced for noise reduction use and apply similar principles4. Next time when a similar 
project as this one is conducted, one shall attempt to make tests on such surfaces. But they 
must have a flatter top surface in contact with rolling tyres than a normal ISO surface to have 
a good chance of success. 

What are the implications of these findings for an effective noise policy? The authors think 
that on present ISO surfaces, the tyre wear effect on noise levels alone is too small to justify 
any extra measurements in the regulations or directives. However, with the added influence 
of ageing the total influence becomes significant. The noise effects not picked-up by tests of 
new tyres would stay within 1-2 dB – in rare cases perhaps maximum 3 dB. Given the 
complexity of adding a wear test, this may not be enough to justify such a test. However, a 
test that includes an accelerated ageing of any new tyre, to simulate a certain normal climate 
exposure, would be feasible and inexpensive. Such a test might give tyre producers an extra 
"push" to try finding rubber compounds which stay at the same hardness a longer time, 
which would improve tyre performance not only for sound but in several other ways. It would 
also have positive effects on tyre durability and safety since it would pick-out tyres extra 
sensitive to fast hardness changes. Harder tyres would probably also have increased 
stopping distances on wet roads. 

It may also be combined with a "best before date" or "use by" specification. This would be 
better than the present tyre labelling with week of production. One might consider whether 
the annual vehicle inspection would attempt to identify tyres that have become too old to be 
safe, or perhaps too noisy due to hardness increase, and recommend or require users to 
change to new tyres before the next annual inspection if best before date is exceeded. 

Consequently, the authors recommend starting to design a standard ageing test aiming at 
determining how much a tyre increases its rubber hardness for a given heat exposure 
simulating the ageing effect; and also combining this with consideration of a "best before 
date". The authors believe that such a test can be fairly simple and inexpensive and its 
positive effects on environment and safety would exceed the costs. The National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) in USA has examined tyre ageing as a factor in tread 
separations and in 2002 it proposed a tyre-ageing test that tyre manufacturers would be 
required to perform on their products [Ammons, 2005]. As far as the authors have 
understood from various documents the topic is still under consideration. 

When and if the anticipated much rougher-textured second ISO reference surface comes 
into force (or if it would replace the present ISO surface), it will be justified to make extra 
type approval noise tests also with worn and aged tyres. Admittedly, this would not be easy, 
as the wear process is costly, time consuming and difficult to make reproducible (although 
the UW machine will help), but with effects as high as 3-6 dB this will be justified in order to 
get an effective noise reduction in society. This can only be decided on when and if there is a 
decision for such a second reference surface. 

This project could not have been conducted without the use of the UW machine at 
Continental Tyres. This machine provided a fast way of wearing down tyre treads to an 
arbitrary depth. Although in this study the machine was set-up only for even wear, it seems 

                                                 

4 Sometimes researchers measure unexpectedly high noise reductions for surfaces that "should not 
be" so quiet, based on systematic research. However, sometimes this might have been caused by 
such a surface featuring the kind of fortunate texture described above in combination with traffic using 
worn tyres. If noise properties were measured with the SPB method from a number of passing 
vehicles that had a large proportion of worn tyres, unexpectedly high noise reductions may be 
obtained. If tests had been made with test tyres mostly favoured by researchers, namely using only 
new tyres, lower noise reductions may have been measured. 



to have almost infinite possibilities to create uneven wear in a reproducible way. Some of the 
authors were at first rather sceptical to the apparently rough microtexture which the machine 
created on the tyre tread surface as a result of the abrasive paper used as opposed to the 
polished rubber surface one most often can see on tyres worn in traffic. However, when 
looking at the measured results it is impossible to see any effects which one could ascribe to 
this imperfection in the machine, despite such should be detectable when comparing the 
tyres before and after the first wear session. These fears were not substantiated in this study 
and the UW machine therefore appears to be a most useful tool also in future studies. 

Apart from exploring the tyre wear effect on noise and rolling resistance, the experiments 
have given more experience in using the laboratory methods as opposed to the outdoor 
methods. The authors consider the advantages of indoor methods in terms of freedom from 
climate and weather effects, easier control of all test parameters such as road surface time 
stability, microphone positions and speed, easier to make measurements over longer time 
periods than allowed by pass-by, etc, as usually exceeding the disadvantages in terms of 
representativity of real-world conditions [Sandberg, 2006][Glaeser, 2008]. However, the 
experiments have emphasized how important the "exact" properties of the drum surfaces 
are; just as on roads or test tracks.  

The problems with differences in acoustical properties between nominally equal ISO sur-
faces were highlighted in a round-robin test which was undertaken recently by the working 
group ISO/TC 43/SC 1/WG 42 to examine the spread in tyre/road noise levels between 
various ISO surfaces. It was found that the variation between different surfaces and sites 
was unacceptably high5. The authors believe that measurements on an indoor facility with 
more closely controlled ISO surfaces would reduce such variation. 

Nevertheless, the experience gained here may be used in making laboratory measurement 
even more effective, with the aim of taking over more and more of outdoor testing. 

                                                 

5 Personal information from members in the WG. The results have not been published yet. 
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Appendix: Paper about rubber stiffness influence on noise 
 
The paper on the following pages was produced for the Inter-Noise 2007 conference and is 
highly relevant for this project and experiment. 
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ABSTRACT 
During its lifetime a tyre undergoes degradations due to mechanical wear and chemical 
ageing which affect not only durability and safety but also tyre/road noise emission. A 
parameter used to describe the noise-relevant ageing effect is tread rubber hardness 
expressed as Shore A values. During a tyre’s lifetime, the rubber hardness of individual 
tyres may increase by up to 15 Shore A, which is equally large as new tyres may differ in 
hardness due to construction and material design. The hardness increase usually results in a 
noise emission increase, mainly at high frequencies; often up to 2-2.5 dB(A) in overall 
level per 10 units of Shore A increase. This means, e.g., that ageing of reference tyres must 
be avoided. Further, hardness is one of the most influential parameters when quieter tyres 
are designed. Finally, road traffic noise may be reduced if tyre ageing can be limited. 
 
  

1.   INTRODUCTION 
During its lifetime, a tyre undergoes a degradation due to wear and ageing that will 

change its sound emission properties. At the end of the lifetime, a specific tyre may be more 
different to its new counterpart than to other tyre brands. Indisputably, worn and aged tyres 
are more frequent used on our roads and streets than new or almost new tyres. For example, 
one study reported that 2-5 % of tyres in actual use had a tread depth of less than the legal 
minimum of 1.6 mm and that 1-4 % of the tyres were "over-aged" [1].  

One should distinguish between two types of effects: ageing and wear. This paper is 
focused on the age effect; i.e. the effect which occurs when a tyre is stored in a way in which 
its tread rubber compound undergoes changes due to exposure to moderate or high tempera-
tures, or to certain substances and gasses in the air. At temperatures exceeding 20 °C, certain 
forms of deterioration may be accelerated sufficiently to affect the ultimate service life as 
well as the performance of the tyre. Thus, substantial changes may occur even if the tyre is 
not rolling. This is why each tyre is marked on its sidewall with week and year of production. 

In the EU project SILENCE, one of the ongoing activities is an experiment studying the 
acoustic effects of wear and age separately. In the wear part of this experiment 6 tyres are 
exposed to a constant temperature of 65 oC in a heat chamber at the Swedish Road and Transport 
Research Institute (VTI). Noise measurements will be made later in Germany and Poland. 

The problem is of interest for the noise emission from road traffic and of special interest 
concerning measurement methods. A tested tyre will normally give different results in terms 
of skid resistance, rolling resistance, or noise, depending on its age at the moment of testing, 
and for tyres which are no longer brand new also depending on how it has been stored. 

                                                 

6 Email address: ulf.sandberg@vti.se 

7 Email address: jejsmont@pg.gda.pl 



Sometimes tyres are needed for reference purposes, such as in [2]. Such tyres are used for 
reference purposes only as long as they are not significantly worn due to their operation 
(they are then exchanged) but they are also assumed to be stable in time, even when only 
stored. However, testing has revealed that this is not the case. Consequently it is important 
to study how large the ageing effect is on important characteristics, such as noise. 

 
2.   MEASURE RELATED TO AGEING 

A tyre, mainly its rubber compound, and most critically the rubber compound in its tread, 
will inevitably change its properties with age, irrespective of whether it is in operation or just 
in storage. This is a type of chemical ageing which, due to oxygen diffusing through the tyre 
composite and reacting with the internal components, changes tyre rubber as a result of heat 
and oxygen interactions; usually implying an increase in hardness with time.  

What measure is there to represent the ageing changes? Some hints are presented in [3], 
mainly intended to represent the danger of tyre tread separations, but the only easily 
measured parameter related to noise seems to us to be rubber hardness; more specifically the 
International Rubber Hardness Degrees (IRHD), also known as "Shore hardness". The 
measure most commonly used for tyres is the "Shore A" value, as specified in for example 
the standards DIN 53505, ASTM D2240 ("Durometer hardness type A") and ISO 868 [4]. 
The Shore or Durometer hardness is a measure of the indentation resistance of elastomeric or 
soft plastic materials based on the depth of penetration of a conical indentor. Hardness values 
range from 0 (for full penetration) to 100 (for no penetration). When measuring Shore A, an 
indentor which is conical but flat at its tip with a diameter of 0.8 mm is used, while for Shore 
D, the tip has a radius of only 0.1 mm. For the rather soft rubber compounds, usually in the 
range 45-75, the tip A is used, hence one measures "Shore A". 

 
3.   TYPICAL CHANGES IN HARDNESS FOR TYRE TREAD RUBBER 

The authors have found very few measurements showing how rubber hardness changes 
with age. Figure 1 is an exception which shows rubber hardness expressed as Shore A for 
winter tyres of various age. The diagram has been adapted from [5], in which tyres of various 
ages and brands were collected and tested for friction typical for winter roads. Note that these 
tyres are also differently worn and thus have different tread thickness, which means that the 
age and tyre brand is not the only factor influencing hardness. The figure suggests that at an 
age of approximately 10 years, hardness has increased by about 12-13 Shore A units. 

In another study, rubber hardness was measured in the year 2000 on PIARC smooth 
reference tyres (unused) of different age (basic data were obtained from [6]). It was found 
that tyres of different age had very different hardness, see Table 1. The ageing effect seems to 
be around one unit (1 Shore) per year; however, larger the first years and lower in later years. 
The results are consistent with those of Figure 1, although showing a somewhat lower effect 
on hardness. The reason might be that these tyres were stored in a professional way (dark and 
in a relatively cool place) in order to avoid excessive ageing. Yet, the changes are large. 

Even higher effects of tyre storage, at ambient temperatures in southern France, are 
shown in Figure 3 (from [7]). For only three years of storage, a Shore A hardness increase of 
7-8 units was measured. The higher influence in Figure 3 as compared to Figure 1 may be 
explained by the much higher ambient temperatures in southern France compared to southern 
Sweden. However, Figure 3 also presents a solution to the problem, as the two Michelin tyres 
that were stored at -10 oC did not change their hardness at all. 

It is obvious that only 2-3 years of poor storage of tyres in warm climates may create 
changes in them which seriously affect noise and other characteristics, possibly making them 
useless for their original purpose. This is especially true for modern winter tyres. 



Figure 1: 
Rubber hardness expressed as 
Shore A for winter tyres of 
various age. Diagram adapted 
from [5]. Note that these tyres 
are also differently worn and 
thus have different tread thick-
ness. 
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Table 1:  Rubber hardness measured with a durometer (Shore hardness - DIN 53505) on tw

rages for a number of tyres. ed on [6]. 

 
Nominal hardness when new 58 54 
Measured hardness in 2000 66.6 56.8 
Increase in hardness over 10 years 8.6  
Increase in hardness over 2 years  2.8 
Increase in hardness, per year 0.9 1.4 

 

 
ored at -10 oC. 
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ture

 
at "Week 0". Had the tyres been inflated with oxygen, the ageing would have been faster [3]. 

 
Figure 2: 
Tyre age effect on rubber 
hardness expressed as Shore 
A for one PIARC reference 
tyre and two Michelin market 
(?) tyres when the tyres have 
been stored at ambient temp-
eratures in southern France. 
Diagram from [7]. Two simi-
lar Michelin tyres were also
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Finally, preliminary results from the mentioned ongoing study in project SILENCE are 
shown in Figure 3. Five summer tyres and one winter tyre (the one with the lowest hardness) 
have been continuously exposed in an oven to 65 oC for 23 weeks (161 days). The temp

 was selected based on an ASTM article presenting ongoing oven ageing tests [8][3]. 
The results in Figure 3 show good resemblance with those of Figure 1; in particular when 

considering the winter tyre. The summer tyres seem to age approximately as much as the 
winter tyres, but take longer time to do so, given the same high temperature exposure. This is 
logical since summer tyres are optimized for higher temperatures. Note that the tests started
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Figure 3: Change in rubber hardness versus time expressed as Shore A for 6 car tyres exposed continuously to 
65 oC in an oven. The tests had been going on for almost half a year when this diagram was produced. The tyre 

with the lowest hardness is a winter tyre but the others are summer tyres. All are conventional market tyres. 
  
4.   RELATION BETWEEN TYRE NOISE EMISSION AND TYRE TREAD RUBBER HARDNESS 

4.1   Results presented in the Tyre/Road Noise Reference Book 
Several results of experiments studying the relationship between tyre/road noise emission and 
tyre tread rubber hardness are reported in the Tyre/Road Noise Reference Book [9]. The most 
important ones are summarized here. 

In one experiment, three pairs of tyres were manufactured. Each pair had the same tread 
pattern but different rubber hardness: 57 versus 67 Shore A. The first pair had a tread without 
pattern ("slick"), the second pair had a very quiet summer tread pattern and the third had a 
rather aggressive and “noisy” tread. The results indicated that, in every case, the hard tread 
rubber generated more noise than the soft one; see Figure 4, although the effect was largest 
for the “aggressive” tread and smallest for the slick tread. Figures 5-7 show the difference in 
spectra, indicating that the effect occurs mainly at frequencies above 1000 Hz. These results 
seem to rule out the radial vibration excitation from tread block or road texture impact, as 
well as air pumping. Softer tread should give better enveloping of the texture resulting in a 
tighter tyre/road interface and thus higher air pumping; not the contrary as the data suggest. 

Another experiment studied relations between noise, rolling resistance and skid resis-
tance, in which approx. 100 market car tyres were tested (different types, sizes and brands). 
Noise levels and rubber hardness were compared in this analysis, making a distinction 
between four tyre categories: summer tyres in three different speed classes, and winter tyres. 

In general, it appeared that there was a clear relationship between noise level and rubber 
hardness; see Figure 8. All the correlation coefficients obtained were statistically significant 
at the 95 % confidence level, although the authors do not recommend considering the one for 
summer tyres with speed rating over 210 km/h. The range of hardness is much too small to be 
relevant in that particular case at the same time as the variation in tread patterns and sizes of 
these market tyres is greater than for the other tyre groups. Given the diversity of the tested 
tyres, the correlation is amazingly good for the summer tyres with speed ratings of up to 190 
km/h. This is probably the most uniform of the groups and includes the largest number of 
data points (69). For the other groups the relation is worse, albeit statistically significant. 

Finally, it shall be mentioned that in [9] it is reported that when running tyres with 
substantial side forces, a totally contrary effect of tread rubber hardness (to that seen in 
Figures 5-7) was recorded; namely that the softer tread gave higher noise levels above 1 kHz. 
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Figure 5:  Narrowband noise spectra for tyres 
having a smooth tread pattern (“slicks”) using hard 
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Figure 4: Influence of rubber hardness on tyre/road 
noise. Each pair of bars refers to a different type of 
tread pattern. Test speed 70 km/h, run on a replica 
of ISO reference surface on the TUG drum facility. 
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Figure 6: Narrowband noise spectra for tyres with a 
“quiet” tread pattern, using hard and soft rubber. 

Tests at 70 km/h on replica of an ISO surface. 
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Figure 7:  Narrowband noise spectra for tyres with 
“aggressive” tread pattern using hard and soft 

rubber. Tests at 70 km/h on replica of ISO surface. 

 
4.2   Results of testing by TUG-VTI of 100 market tyres 

The data from the same comprehensive test program conducted in cooperation between TUG 
and VTI, as reported above (Figure 8), was re-analyzed recently. Instead of distinguishing 
between the different tyre speed categories as in Figure 8, results were plotted for the four 
different drum surfaces used. Then some other interesting features appear. Again, it is sur-
prising the see the hardness parameter come out as such an important influencing factor, since 
it is just one of several parameters of importance, given the diversity of tyres. Figure 9, 
representing tests on four drum surfaces (very smooth sand paper SW, smooth ISO surface, 
medium DAC 0/12 and very rough surface dressing), displays these interesting features: 

• There is no correlation noise-hardness for the smooth surfaces (noise in overall dB(A)), 
especially the extremely smooth Safety Walk (SW) which is similar to a sand paper surface  

• For the rougher surfaces, typical of highways, there is a statistically significant correlation, 
explaining about ¼ of the overall variance 

• The influence is then 1.0-1.5 dB(A) per 10 units of Shore A 
• The influence seems to be higher for 70 than for 110 km/h (not shown in the figure) 
• The influence seems to be lower when making tests on actual roads (not shown in the figure); 

this might be due to more uncontrolled factors, such as temperature 
So far, the frequency spectra have not been studied, but it may of course appear that there 

are different noise-hardness relations in different frequency ranges. 
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Figure 8: The relation between sound pressure levels and rubber hardness, presented separately for the four 
groups of tyres (see text). Tests made at 70 and 90 km/h (averaged) on a drum facility; values for three drum 
surfaces are indicated by separate symbols. Unfilled symbols are for retreaded tyres and filled symbols are for 
new tyres. Note that sound level averages for each drum surface have been equalized; see further [9]. 
 

4.3   Results of a study by TRL Limited  
A study of characteristics of the CPX method [2] at TRL Limited in the U.K. suggested that 
the tread rubber hardness of the CPX tyre A affected tyre noise emission [10]. For an increase 
in hardness over a time period of 24 months from 62 to 70 (Shore A), an increase in overall 
A-weighted sound level of 2.4 dB on HRA surfaces (max aggregate sizes 14 and 20 mm) and 
2.0 dB on an SMA 0/10 were recorded. For CPX tyre D, hardness was increased from 57 to 
68 (Shore A) over the same time period (24 months), but very unfortunately no comparable 
noise measurements were made. 
 
4.4   Results of a study by M+P raadgevende ingenieurs 
A somewhat related study was made recently by M+P raadgevende ingenieurs in the 
Netherlands [11]. They had collected several CPX tyres of the “A” type [2] which were in 
different conditions and of different age. When plotting the CPX noise level of all those tyres 
measured on an ISO surface against the tread rubber hardness, they noticed a clear correla-
tion; see Figure 10. These tyres should ideally give identical results, but due to the different 
age and condition their results varied over a range of 2.0 dB(A). However, the variation in 
rubber hardness explained as much as 70 % of the overall variation. The rest may be ascribed 
to normal production tolerances and measurement errors, such as in hardness measurements. 
 
4.5   Results of testing of CPX reference tyres 

As described in the beginning of this paper, reference tyres used for example for the CPX 
method of comparing the noise characteristics of road surfaces, must provide  repeatable  and  
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Figure 9: Relations between A-weighted overall sound levels and tyre tread rubber hardness (Shore A) for a 

compilation of approx. 100 car tyres measured on four laboratory drum surfaces at TUG [9].  
The drum surfaces were: SW = Safety Walk (similar to "sand paper"), ISO = replica of ISO 10844 test track 

surface, ECE-s = replica of dense asphalt concrete DAC 0/12, ECE-r = surface dressing max 12 mm chippings.  
Data have been averaged for test speeds of 70 and 90 km/h, denoted "80 km/h" here. 
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reproducible results. That is, they must be stable in time and not change too much with 
mechanical wear or storage. This is the reason why the TRL and M+P studies mentioned 
above were made. More measurements on the potential CPX reference tyres [2], which are 
currently being phased out to be replaced by newer ones, have therefore been made by TUG 
on the laboratory drum facilities in Gdansk. 

 For these tests, many of the available CPX tyres were collected at TUG. Those tyres had 
been acquired by users of CPX vehicles in Europe over a time period of 8-10 years. They had 
been used to various degrees, although none was noticeably worn and the age varied from 11 
to one years when tested at TUG. The data set comprised 5 samples of Tyre A, 7 samples of 
Tyre B, 5 samples of Tyre C and 4 samples of Tyre D. Tests were made at 30, 80 and 110 
km/h on two drum surfaces. One was a replica of a smooth-textured ISO 10844 test track 
surface; the other one was a very rough-textured surface dressing with maximum 11 mm 
chippings. Microphone positions were (as in all other drum tests) according to the proposed 
one in [2]; see also [9]. 

 The results are shown in Figures 11-12. It appears that for Tyres A, B and C there is a 
consistent positive correlation between noise level and rubber hardness. as in Figure 11, the 
hardness influence explains most of the variation between the tyres. The variation between 
similar tyres, after normalizing for the hardness influence is reduced from 2.0-2.5 to 0.8-1.2 
dB(A) max-min in all cases for these tyres. It must mean that the hardness must be a rela-
tively relevant parameter to represent the condition (ageing) of these tyres. 

 It appears that hardness influence is clearer on the rough-textured surface than on the 
much smoother ISO surface; again, consistent with results presented earlier in this paper. 

 The slope of the noise-hardness relation is approximately 2 dB(A) per 10 units of Shore 
A hardness, except for Tyre A on the ISO surface where it is only approximately half as large. 

 Tyre D shows a less clear relation between noise and hardness. While the slope for the 
ISO surface is approximately the same as for Tyre A, on the rough-textured surface there is 
no correlation. This tyre is very special with its “aggressive” tread pattern with relatively 
large blocks; which is intended to simulate the sensitivity of truck tyres to road surfaces. See 
a comparison of the visual appearance of the four CPX tyres in Figure 13. Of course, this 
may result in generation mechanisms being rather atypical and possibly the generation 
mechanism most affected by tread rubber hardness (stick-slip?) may be unimportant for Tyre 
D on the rough-textured surface. This is somewhat inconsistent with Figure 7. 
 
5.   DISCUSSION OF CAUSES FOR THE HARDNESS INFLUENCE 
Note that our measure, the hardness expressed as Shore A is measured as a static parameter. 
More interesting would be to know the dynamic hardness. We can just assume that the static 
and dynamic hardness are closely related. In any case, since the relations noise-hard-
ness(static) are so clear, the static hardness must be a relatively relevant parameter after all. 
Note also that Shore A is difficult to measure accurately, an inaccuracy of  ±3 units is normal. 

The discussion in 4.1 already ruled out the radial vibration mechanism (excited by the 
impact between tread block and road texture) as well as the air pumping mechanism as being 
significantly affected by the tread rubber hardness. The results in 4.2-4.5 further support this. 
Since we know that air pumping is essentially unimportant on very rough-textured surfaces 
and the hardness influence is most prominent on those one can rule out air pumping as being 
significantly affected here. The radial vibration mechanism can also be ruled out due to the 
hardness effects being seen only at frequencies higher than where this mechanism is 
dominant. The major mechanisms we have left are stick-slip and stick-snap. Could one 
imagine that stick-snap (molecular adhesion between rubber and road surface) would be 
affected by hardness? Hardly so. Remaining is the stick-slip mechanism (and the effect this 
might have in excitation of aerodynamic mechanisms, see [9]). One might imagine that softer 



rubber might make the rubber tread blocks more enveloping and “compliant” with the road 
surface texture and thus not slide so much on it. Or, if they do, the frequency at which they do 
so should be lower, probably without any increase in amplitude. 

How would this comply with the results seen in Figure 9 (upper left) and Figure 8 (upper 
right)? Would there be no stick-slip on very smooth surfaces and for certain tyres? Well, the 
authors think that in such cases there would normally be a large proportion of air pumping 
noise (or other aerodynamic-related noise) and this might be so much stronger than the stick-
slip contribution that the latter will be “hidden” under the air pumping noise.  
If the assumptions above are correct it should mean that stick-slip-generated tyre/road noise 
is much more important than believed earlier. 
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Figure 11: CPX-type measurements on the TUG laboratory drum facility, showing the relations found between 
A-weighted overall sound pressure levels (SPL) and tyre tread rubber hardness (Shore A) for the CPX reference 
tyres “A”, “B” and “C”. The tests were run on a replica of an ISO 10844 surface (left) and on a rough-textured 

surface dressing (right). The measurement speed was 80 km/h. 
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Figure 13: The visual appearance of the four CPX 
reference tyres, as specified in [2].
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6.   CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 

The authors conclude from the results presented in the paper the following: 

• For a large selection of tyres of various construction, tread rubber hardness has a firm rela-
tion with age; generally increasing up to an age of 5-15 years when the effect is stabilized 

• When tyres age, during storage or use, the tread rubber hardness consistently increases; 
due to chemical processes with mainly oxygen reacting with the rubber compound 

• The hardness increase may amount from only a few up to at least 15 Shore A, depending 
on tyre material and construction, with 12-13 Shore A for an age of 10 years versus new 

• Tread rubber hardness is a parameter which has a prominent effect on A-weighted overall 
tyre/road noise levels, with an effect of up to 2.5 dB for 10 units increase in Shore A 

• The effect occurs to a small degree only at around 1 kHz or at higher frequencies. The 
high-frequency effect seems much more prominent than for the overall A-weighted levels 

• For the CPX tyres A, B and C, the effect is typically 2 dB(A) per 10 units of Shore A, 
except for Tyre A (and D) on the ISO surface where it is only approximately half as large 

• Noise is generally more closely related to hardness for rough than for very smooth road 
surfaces. There may be exceptions for certain tyres with “extreme” generation mechanisms 

• Indications suggest that when air pumping noise is prominent, the hardness effect is small 
• The effects of temperature on noise might be closely related to the effects of hardness 
• The authors think that the results suggest that the generation mechanism responsible for the 

hardness effect on noise should essentially be stick-slip motions in the tyre/road interface. 
There is evidence that radial vibrations due to impact between tyre tread and road texture 
elements, as well as air pumping, are unlikely to explain the hardness effect 

• The results suggest that tread rubber hardness is one of the most important factors for low-
noise tyre design; also that the hardness increase due to ageing of tyres is a major factor in 
noise from road traffic. By limiting the age one may avoid unnecessary noise emission. 
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